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6. Theory and Practice
Meta-science from the Perspective
of Activity Theory

In the preceding chapters, various problems concerning knowledge and

knowledge production were presented. Chapter 5 was dedicated to the contro-

versial relation between language and extra-l inguistic reality. ln a way. we now

return to these problems, but with the aim of covering the very specific type tlf

knowledge production that is called science.

This is akin to a Moliere leading character realising in the middle of the play

that he. unknowingly. has been speaking in verse tor a long time. The existence

of science has been a basic presupposition in the previous chapters, especially

in the first three, in which the cosmological, biological and anthropological

fields were presented. However, the concept of science was not explicit ly

analysed in these chapters. In the present chapter. we wil l be dealing with the

cl ia lect ics of  ontology and epistemology in metaphysics.  We cannot examine

either one without presupposing the existence of the other.

ln the early chapters, ontology was the starting point for the description of

the various sciences, although we took tor granted that we could use scientif ic

vocabularies and theories to discuss these matters. Now, however, I intend to

cr i t ical ly examine these theor ies.  s incerely t ry ing to avoid the c i rcular i ty of

having a specific theory built into an ontology that in the next turn is used as a

platfbrm fbr bLrilding the theory just mentioned. I shall try to avoid this kind of

chicken-and-eg-u di lemrna in science by examining the fol lowing three con-

cepts: .tc'ience. the ob.jet't f'ieltl ol'st'ience. and pruc'tice. This point of view was

presented in chapters.l and 5 as well.

6.1 The General Relation between
Theory and Practice

In the metaphysics described in chapter 2,Ldeclared the reality principle as a

basic assertion:
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The Principle of Reality

There is a rettlit,- beyond the scope of or to a large degree independent of

human activity.

In the introduction to the concept of activity in chapter 3. a principle r.tf acti-
yil-r'was inferred about the way Humankind deals with the world.

The Principl e of Activity:

In dealing with the world, human beings activelt' change certain parts of it,

especially by producing cultural entit ies, such as technical and meaning

systems.

Bhaskar (1978) has stressed this dual i ty by dist inguishing between the

intransititte and the transitive. The intrunsitiye clbiect of knowledge is an exter-

nal entity, about which we seek knowledge. The trun.tit i t,e object of know-

ledge, on the other hand, is the knowledge produced in the process of know-

ledge seeking.

Bhaskar's f irst category can be elaborated on by introducing the concept of

an object field that, in principle, is external and prior to science. Bhaskar works

with only a unitary transitive object of knowledge. However. in my opinion, it

is better to divide the transitive object of knowledge into two separate fields,

the field of practice and the field of theory.

We will return several times to the concept of practice, but for now it is suffi-

cient to identity practice with ordinary human activity. More precisely stated,
practice is the residual of non-scientific human activity after the segregation of
the particular kind of activity that is called theoretical.

Here I take for granted that science is a special societal institution. It has

donrinated our history since the sixteenth century, but really originated in the

Greek Antiquities. with precursors in the knowledge production of ancient
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Egypt and Mesopotamia. In this historical evolution, there has been a divrsron

of human activity, a separation into ltruc'ticul and theoreticul actlity. This par-

tit ion originated in the fundamental division of labour in the high culture of the

Bronze Age. The invention of script systems generated a caste of scribes. who

were freed trom manual labour (except that of writ ing) and dedicated to the

production and maintenance of systems of meaning. externalised in written

form.

This primordial organisation of work resulted in a partit ion of activity into

nnteriul and cognil i le components. Cognitive activity in the Bronze Age,

however, was not yet separated cornpletely from its material counterpart. as the

former was sti l l  a commanding or supporting endeavour for the latter. The

motive of the cognitive activity cannol be isolated trom the motive of the mate-

rial complement. The scribes of the ancient river states served the administra-

tive infiastructure of their societies. Thus, the calculators of Mesopotamia were

not really mathematicians, but rather taxators or accountants, and the star-

watchers were astrologers. not astronomers.

The next step occurred in the antique Greece. where cognitive activity was

clecontextualised tiom the general societal enterprise. This was fundamentally

a change in motive. the aim of the pre-Socratic philosophers of Jonia and their

successors in Attica was purif ied or hypostacised to the intellectual activity

itself. Thus, the core of theoretical activity was an activity of knowledge seek-

ing. with a basic motive of seeking knowledge itself.

The search fbr knowledge was not just instrumental for solne material goal,

but constituted a goal in itself. This isolation of theoretical activity implies a

residual societal activity that rvas not knowledge seeking for its own sake. This

remainder was practical activity. or simply practice.

6.1.1 The Evolution of Knowledge
In this subsection, we wil l trace the path of knowledge evolution from its

alreadv seercgated status in the Bronze Age to the birth of the institutionalised

sciences. We will also devekrp a meta-scientif ic characterisation of the main

branches of science.
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Evolution of Knowledge
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Popper (1963) dist inguishes between pract ical  and theoret ical  problems.

Practical problems originate in general activity and are obstacles to goals re le-

vant to the satisfaction of mundane needs. A practical problem is caused by a

trertain practical goal. At the time. the goal is out of reach. but whenever the

impediment that  has been blocking the goal  is  l i f tecl .  there is no longer anv

motive to think further about the problem. It does not matter which way the

block is removed. It really does not matter whether the problem is eliminated

by gratif ication or by an action of problem solvin-u. The important point is that

the pursuit of the primary goal can be continued.

For instance. most drivers taced with a car which had a dead motor would be
completely satisfied if, by an act of fortune, the vehicle was suddenly capable

of moving, even if the driver drd not have the faintest idea of what had causecl
the motor to stop. If, however. the driver happened to be sincerely interested in
the mechanics of cars, perhaps the problem was not solved, as it was not

attached to the previous practical problem.

For such a motor f reak. paradoxically enough, it would be a probl em that tlte
('(tr was suddenl r- running. The mechanics enthusiast might be deeply frustrat-
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ed that the problem vanished before he or she got a chance to understand why it

originated in the first place.

In this case, apparently both the practical and the theoretical type of activity

are directed toward the same material object. When scrutinising the two types

of activity in their respective situations, the kinds of problems dealt with, how-

ever, are attached to diffbrent entities. The practical type of activity is directed

purely toward the specific car, whereas the aim of the theoretical type is not the

present vehicle exclusively. The theoretical activity is directed towards the

class of automobiles. or rather towards the essential characteristics of this cate-

g0ry.

In chapter 2. I suggested an ontological system that included categclries for

phenomerutn, oQjer:t and e,ssem'e. Any kind of activity, however, must be based

on phenomena that are generally associated with specific material objects.

Practical activity is directed toward a specific object in order to subdue this

entity to satisfy mundane needs. In contrast, theoretical activity is directed ulti-

mately not toward this individual object, but toward the essentiality of this

object. That is, the theoretical activity will be directed towards the ohject t''ield
in general, rather than towards the object in particular. Thus. pructic'ol interest

is constituted in the t 'ontrutl of its specifir- oh.ject.ln contrast, the theoreticul

intere,st is constituted in understunding the essential characterisrics of'the

olt.ject r'lrr.r.r to which a particular object belongs.

At a specific t ime, a theoretical activity often is directed toward a specific

object. which, however, is merely Ihe concrete goal. not the real motite of the

actir, ' i ty. The real motive is the search for knowledge of the essence characteris-

in-s the object  f ie ld,  of  which the speci f ic  object  is  just  one specimen. In th is

way. theoretical activity is logically connected to practice in being immediately

directed towards specific objects. It is also l inked to practice in a deeper way.

Generally, an object f leld cannot be known without practical knowledge

regarding its objects. Neither can we check the truth of theories by theoretical

activity in itself. I maintain the epistemological principle of chapters 2 and 4,

which is that the basic criterion of truth is the test of practical significance.

In chapter 4, I introduced the so-called epistemic dimension, that is, the scale

constituted by the triad of object f ield, practice field and theory field. In this

concept ion.  there is a bui l t - in presumption that pract ice is a mediat ing f ie ld

between the object f leld and the theory field. Actually, there is a two-way medi-

ation as shown in the diasram below
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I have already introduced the flow on the leti, which is the proctical origin of

all theory. The flow on the right is the f'eedback that concerns the effect of theo-

ry on the other fields. The first effbct rs the pructit'ul consequence of the theory.

f or instance the development of a technology derived frorn science. In this crase.

a part of the practice field is produced based on theoretical insight.

The construction of technological objects is, of course, a change in some

object f ield. The object f ield changed, however, is not necessarily the original

one. This is a distinction (already discussed in chapter 4) between the natural

object fleld and the anthropological field.
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In the former, the theory is a reflection of an intangible object field that can-

not be changed by human intervention. In the latter, the theory is reflexive in

relation to its object field, because it is an outgrowth of the object field to which

it belongs.

For each of the three flelds, the epistemic dimension reveals the path of

knowledge. The path starts in the human perception of the phenomena and

objects of a respective field, proceeds through the acquisition of experiences in

the practice associated with the object field and eventually results in the evolu-

tion of a rather autonomous theoretical field.

Model of Knowledge
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mic
di-
men

sion

dimens
Ontic dimension

Biological
Obiect field

cal, Biological i Anthropolog.
:trce freld i Practice field' Practice field
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The next section wil l include a discussion of the methodological conse-

quences of the heterologic status of the natural sciences.
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6.2 The Reflective and Heterologic Nature
of the Natural Sciences

The model of knowledge introduced in chapter 4 defined knowledge of the

natural object field as re.flec'tive and heterologir'. Thus. an objectively true pic-

ture of this fleld can be pursued. and although a final truth can never be

obtained. our picture wil l come increasingly closer to this truth. The picture

itself, however, when removed from its object, belongs to a totally diffbrent

object field, the anthropological one. The relation between object fleld and its

reflection in human knowledge is shown in the diasram below.

Reflection of Nature in the Model of Knowledge

Field of Immanent Nature Field of Man
Cosmological I Biological

bject Field I Object Field
ropological

Object Field

Reactive
Reflection

+
I

- Objectivation

Cosmological
Practice Field
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Theory Field
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fig' 6';l

Cosmolog ica l  and b io lo-g ica l  sc ience are t reated in  the same way,  as the i r

bas ic  ep is temology,  accord ing to  the thes is  pnrposed.  is  determined by a  re la-

tion between. on the one hand. the olt.ject I'ieltl. and on the other hand, the prur'-

t ice and theort ' . f ielr i .  This relat icln is sinrultaneouslv characterised by segresa-

t ion and correspondence.
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I suggest that the essential structures and mechanisms of these two object

fields are not inventions of human beings, but fundamentally outside the power

of human intervention. The natural object f leld was in existence long before

Humankind, and the greater part of the cosmological field is located in a space

and time that can never be reached by any human (nor, fbr that matter, by any

other creature subjected to the restriction of the velocity of l ight).

Reflection of Nature in the Model of Knowledge
(unspecified for type of natural field)

Field of Immanent Nature Field of Man
Natural

Object Field

Reactive
Reflection

V
,,," Objectivation

Natural
Practice Field

Natural
Theory Field
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Evidently. there are some natural phenomena and objects that we can touch

and are able to change in a more or less successful way. According to my thesis,

however. we cannot change the essential i t ies of the natural f ield.

The basic build up of matter, the l'undamental forces of nature and the struc-

ture and dynarnics of the cosmos surrounding us are untouchable, immutable

by human beings. and al l  other creatures subjected to the l imitat ions definecl by

the modus of rnatter.
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6.3 The Nature of Technology

I have primarily referred to pre-scientific activity (i.e., the original source of

experiences functioning as the precursors of scientif ic knowledge) when dis-

cussing the influence that the practice field associated with the object f ield of

natural science has on knowledge.

In figure 6. I , however, the reverse direction of intluence is indicated, that is,

from the theory field to the practice field and fiom the latter further on to some

object field. The first influence is called the technological effect of theory and

the latter the impact of technology. I will use the existence of this reverse theo-

ry-practice dialectics as a conceptuul criterion J'or technology'. [n this r,vay,

technology can be defined as practice created based on theoretic'aL (i.e., sc'iert-

tific) knowledge.

To make a distinction between ordinary pre-scientif ic and science-based

practice, I refer to the former as technique. This is, of course, not the general

use of the terms. Nevertheless, in this treatise I will try to keep the two concepts

separate by this systematic discrimination.

6.3.1 The General Relation between Technology
and Science

For example, one can distinguish between the evolution of water mills in

medieval t imes as concernrng technique, whereas a nuclear power plant is a

piece of technologl'. The invention of a stearn machine by Watts in the eigh-

teenth century is a border case, as the originally practically trained mechanic

James Watts was scientif ically educated at the University of Edinburgh. He

was thus a precursor of later generations o1'genuine engineers, who through

systematic scientific training became the avant-garde of technology.'

The creation of the hybrid category of technology as an offspring of the mar-

riage between a practical and a theoretical field. however, had a secondary

eff.ect on the latter. With the founding of technological education for engineers

and with the active purchase of scientific knowled-ee by this profession, a new

::::I 

search for scientific knowledge was started. the so-called applied sci-
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Of course, this is not to suggest that pure science was not applied before that.
Instead, the suggestion is that applied science is a hybrid category that can be
seen as a symmetric counterpart to technology. Where the latter is a kind of
practice based on theory, the former is a kind of theory directed towards prac-
tice. Judged by the daily work itself, there is hardly any difference between the
work of pure and applied scientists. However, there is a diff'erence that is rjeter-
mined by the aim of the work. Whereas the aim of pure science is sheer intellec-
tual curiosity, the airn of applied science is to solve some problems of clirect
importance for the practical field.

The technological impact of theory thus goes from theory to applietl .science
to te('hnologv to general practice, and consequently to the widely spread
anthropologicrtl objet:t .field. Even this evolution of the intermediary sub-
domains between the theoretical and the non-scientific practice field is hardly
sufflcient nowadays. The recent tendency is an amalgamation of the theoretical
domain with technology into a huge societal system that is sometimes callecl
the technological-scientif ic complex.' This evolution of technology is graphi-
cally presented in figure 6.6 below.
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The Evolution of Technology
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It is of paramount importance to distinguish between natural objec'ts (cos-

mological or biological), technological objects (cosmo- or bio-technological)

and theoretic'al entities (cosmological or biological theory or theoretical activi-

ty). Admittedly, the evolution of the technological-scientif ic complex makes
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such distinctions ever more diff icult, but they are sti l l  of fundamental impor-
tance.

For instance, in the debate some 20 years ago about the benefits and risks of
introducing nuclear power, the experts of reactor physics often based their
arguments on their scientif ic knowledge, that is, on nuclear physics, f-eeling
rather insulted by the insolence of lay interference from the antagonists of
nuclear plants.

Later experiences demonstrated that these experts, in f-act, were confusing
two different domains. the r-osmologicatfiekJ to which the nuclear processes
belong and, on the other hand, the technological f ield of reactors that do not
belong to the natural field, but rather to the anthropologicalfielcl.

The confounding of the cosmological object f leld, the cosmological theory
field and technology is very wide spread and related to a lack of distinction
between phvsir:al I and pht'sical2, resulting in an imprecise concept of all three
entit ies mentioned as "physical". This distinction can be thoueht of in the fol-
lowing way:

PhysicalT (exclusive sense)

al l  t lb jec ts .  phenomena and essent ia l i t ies  conf inec l  to  the cosmolos ica l

ob iect  f ie ld .

Physica12 (inclusive sense)

Thus. it nuclear plant is physical in the inclusive sense. that is, as physical2,
br-r t  not  in the exclusive sense. as physical l .

al l  ob jects  and phenomena wi th  const i tuents  or  aspects  or ig inat ing f rom

the cosnto log ica l  ob ject  f ie ld .
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The basic clistinction between the natural and the anthropological fields has

to be considered when analysing the last part of figure 6.2, that is, the techno-

logical impact. ln other words, one must consider the causal effect of techno-

logical practice on an object f ield, and thus ultimately the effect originating

from the theory field. When such effects come from natural science, and

accordingly even from cosmo- and bio-technology, this impact is not located in

the natural field where the whole movement had its origin. The impact cannot

be on the natural field, because it is considered immanent and intangible, thus

outside the scope of human activity.

The object field subject to technological impact, and thus the victim of gen-

erally unintended and often rather regrettable change, does in fact belong to the

same field as technology and scientific theory, narnely the anthropological

field.

This is illustrated graphically in figure 6.2, where the comprehensive charac-

ter of the anthropological object fleld is shown to include all kinds of practical

and theoretical f ields. The distinction between the different sub-flelds of the

anthropological object field is thus rather difficult to make, a point to which we

shall return in a later section on the anthropological disciplines. The use of the

terms object, practice and theory field is epistemological and thus determined

by the interrelations and processes associated with the evolution of human

knowledge.

Technological impact, including its cause, the technology itself and its

effect, falls within the anthropological object field, as is the case for the theore-

tical origin of technology. By systematically distinguishing the terms, howev-

er, I intend to make a distinction between human activirv us (I proce.s,s and its

results. that is, the objectivations o.f this activity.These objectivations are partly

the intended products of technology and partly their unintended results. Fur-

ther, as already rnentioned. these results are sometimes not only unintended.

but also have regrettable consequences for the singular and irreplaceable

spacecraft on which we are all situated.
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6.3.2 The Tendency to Progressive Externalisation
in Tools and Knowledge

In the study of the history of humanity, there is an aspect of cultural evolu-

tion that is of particular interest. This is the tendency toward progressive exter-

nalisation. In chapter 3, this feature was the basis fcrr my definition of culture:

that is, the birth of culture is characterised by a threefold emergence of tools,

signs, and organisation. [n the current subsection, the evolution and interde-

pendence of the flrst two of these constituents will be discussed.

The emergence of tools and of signs are logically bound to one another, as

proposed in chapter 3. The tool (i.e., the material culture) presupposes that

there is a language to express its meaning'(i.e., the specific function of a speci-

fic tool), whenever the function of the tool is complicated above a certain,

directly palpable level. In addition, the component of material culture related to

tool production presumes that there is a way to transfer this know how. Thus,

the material culture presupposes a cognitive culture, or preferably, a know-

ledge culture.

6.3.2.1 The Stone Age Culture

There was a remarkable difference between the initial status of tool,s and

signs (the tlrst two constituents of culture). From the beginning, that is, from

palaeolithicum (the Early Stone Age), material culture was externalised.ln

other words, whenever a person produced a tool, this tool was transf-erred to

another person, without the consent or even participation of the original tool

maker. After having been produced, the tool was an objective, non-personal

entity.

However, this was not the case for signs. the other constituent of material

culture. A piece of knowledge, for example, the know-how of using and mak-

ing a tool, is by definition personbound. This personal knowledge, of course,

can be transf'erred to other people, which actually is the basic function of the

sign-based knowledge culture.' However, this transference is of a different

kind than the material transference of a tool. Personal knowledge as a person-

bound phenomenon has the meaning system as the prime vehicle of transfer-

ence from one person to another. At the same time, the whole meaning system

is. in itself, personbound, as lclng as the meaning system is limited to the origi-

nal oral language.
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The category of personboundness regarding the oral language (and the cul-

tural meaning system) should not be confused with the category of subjectivity.

The oral language and cultural meaning system produced in this medium are

not subjective, but instead are objective entit ies. They exist and tunction in an

objective societal way, as opposed to a subjective individualistic way.The per-

sonbound characteristic of a constituent belonging to the knowledge system is

not attached to its societal function, but to its ontological foundation, and the

ontological foundation is exclusively a personal bearer of l inguistic and cogni-

tive competence.

This l imitation of being attached to a personal bearer is not very grave as

long as the culture is homogeneous, with an organisational structure primarily

consisting of a division of labour based on gender. This was the case for the

hunter-gatherer Stone Age cultures and the Neolithic farming cultures. With

the ascent of the high cultures in the Bronze Age, a complicated technical and

organisational structure, however. arose in the Middle East.

6.3.2.2 The Bronze Age Culture

To co-ordinate the diverse contributions of the people in diffbrent occupa-

tions (e.g., farmers. artisans, soldiers, etc.) and to organise the flow of-products

and services fiom these more or less voluntary contributors. a specific class of

administrators was needed.

The function of the administrators was to ensure the smooth transf-erence of

material goods produced and services delivered. However, to ensure that the

organisers were properly organised, their sign-based work could not be l imited

to the oral  language. This communicat ion system is personbound, and thus

severely l imi ted to direct .  person to person communicat ion.

Therefore, the only way to ensure transference of meaning that is nol person-

bound is to develop a sign system that has the characteristic of e.rtemalirr'. This

extemalitv, also a characteristic of tools frclm the start, is superior to oral lan-

guage in this regard. In the Bronze Age cultures of Mesopotamia and Egypt. the

leap from a personbound to an externalised sign system was characterised by a
jump from oral language to script. In the parallel cultural evolution of the pre-

Columbian cultures, the leap was associated with the invention of the Quippu
system of representing numbers through knots.

The consequence (as well as the driving force) of the emergence of script

was an additional division of labour. much more decisive than the init ial diver-
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siflcation into different types of material workers. Thus, a major split was insti-

tuted between the material or physical (physical l, that is) work of the manual

labourers and the cognitive or intellectual work of the administrative/rulinc

class.

The manual workers communicated by means clf oral language alone. Even

their training, the acquisit ion of the necessary skil ls, was simply learning by

doing: it was a learning process partly based on the observation of the activit ies

of the workplace. and partly on oral instructions.

However, for several reasons the administrative workers (e.g., the scribes)

could not be trained in the same way. First, the object of theirjob was generally

not present and therefore not visible. Second, the meaning of their job was not

transparent, because it was itself a mediation. Finally, a script system. even a

so-called iconographic one, is not immediately understandable. Therefore, the

administrators had to be educated in a specific institution that was dedicated,

not to direct production, not even to the mediation of information (i.e., admini-

straticrn ), but to the mediation of'the skills and lunction of mediation.

The very blossoming of the first high cultures was thus based on a categori-

cal change of level for the knowledge part of culture.5 Knowledge was moved

to the level of externalisation. which from the beginning was the birthmark of

the material culture, that is, the tools. Thus, both parts of culture had externali-

sation to an equal degree. namely to the degree above the levelof personbound-

ness, to the degree of passive externalisation.

6.3.2.3 The Culture of Industry

The specification of passivity characterising the previous form of externali-

sation wil l be explained in this subsection presenting the next cultural leap, the

transition to the Industrial culture. This "leap" materialised over a rather pro-

longed period that lasted from the late Middle Ages to the beginning of the

nineteenth century. It was a new round in the competition between the material

culture and the knowledge culture.

Once again, the material culture takes a leap that gives it the same lead over

the knowledge culture as it had from the start (i.e., in the Stone Age). This leap

is represented by the shift from simple tools to machines, that is. trom the cate-
gory of passive externalisation to what I call active externalisation.

A rnachine is not just an external product of a person's activity or even of his

trr her skill. A machine is an addition; it is an externalisation of'humun activit\,,
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that is to say an external version of an activity previously performed by a

human being. A machine, in fact, externalises the operations of the original.

pre-industrial worker who performed the activity before the creation of the

machine. The operations of the machine are thus an external, mechanical imita-

tion of the previous internal, human ones.

A hand tool. being a mere passive externalisation, is just a supplement to the

activity of the worker. It is still the person who performs the job, with the tool

serving as just a passive means for that performance. Machines, however, tran-

scend this l imitation by taking over the very operations of the now .fbrmer

worker. I am not asserting that the machine in itself usulps the activity. That is

certainly rutt the case. Given that the definition of activity presupposes the

presence of a motive (i.e., an intention to fulfil a certain objective), the activity

must still be attached to the person working with the machines.o

It is important to note that when this cultural evolution happened during the

Industrial Age. with the transition from passive hand tools to machines executing

operations. there was a corresponding categorical upgrade in the status of the

accompanying knowledge system. The knowledge system was not changed in

respect to its degree of externalisation. This categorical constancy, however, does

not imply that the knowledge system in itself was unaffected during this process

of industrialisation. An important cofactor of the change to industrialisnr was the

mechanisation of the very production and distribution of written material by

means of tvpography, an increasingly externalised way of "manufacturing" pnnt-

ed matter. A combined cause and effect of the industrial revolution was the explo-

sive growth of natural science, which has already been described.

Other societal changes, such as those happening in polit ics and religion,

were also distributed quickly and widely by means of the printing machine.

Just as the invention of script was associated with basic changes in the class

structure in the Antiquities, the invention of machinery was linked to an equal-

ly important transformation of the societal structure of the industrial culture.

IVIarx suggested that this structure was constituted by two classes, the working

class and the owners of the means of production (e.g., machinery). A feature of

this class structure, separating it from the previous societal formations of sla-

very in the Antique and the feudalism of the Middle Ages, however, seems to

have escaped Marx's acute attention. This feature was the simultaneous

process of, on the one hand, the degradation and dequalification rf mechanised

Labour, and, on the other hand, the elevation of "qualified" labour.
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This double movement was caused by a phenomenon that I have called the

technological threshold of qualification.' This is the threshold of valuable

labour skills as defined by the momentary position of industrial externalisation

within the area of work operation. As soon as a specific operation is exter-

nalised. the corresponding skil l  wil l be obsolete, useless and valueless, or to be

more precise, its value will be reduced to a level at which the worker is ousted

by the much faster and much more productive rnachine. It was this degradation

of entire prof'essions, such as weavers, that caused the class struggle of the

machine strclllers of Ludditsr', as this heroic, but unfortunate people were

named. afier their just as unfortunate leader.n

Thus. the dark side of industrialism is the annihilation of mechanised human

labour, implying, at least in the beginning, the annihilation of human workers.

The bright side of the industrial revolution is, however, a logical counterpart of

the technological threshold of qualif ication. The residual type of industrial

labour, the labour not disappearing because of mechanisation is not just yet pre-

tnechanised operations, not just skills that are above the momentary externali-

sation frontier, but knowledge necessary for any wclrker in charge of governing

a specific machine.

Because industrial machines were nothing but mechanical assemblies of

moving parts perfbrming mechanised operations, they demanded "work lead-

ers" in a way that resembles the stern superintendents supervising and, if neces-

sary, physically animating slaves and f'eudal peasants of previous cultures.

However. this was even more the case for these inanimate and mindless arte-

facts of industrialism.

Thus, the workers who could do nothing other than the activit ies that had

become the province of the new machines ceased contributing to the work force.

ln order to stay within the category of v,orking power, workers had to know

much more than the rnachines. such as knowin-u how the machines functioned.

This meant that the industrial workers had to be not only trained, but also

even educated. As the need for universal schooling in the industrial countries

increased, the notion that schooling was a privilege for the leading classes of

society had to be abandoned. In order to rise above the machine, above the tech-

nological threshold of qualification. the worker had to succeed in appropriating

the kind of knowledge that had been the monopoly of the leading classes tor the

preceding 4.000 years. The division of labour. and of society, between the ma-

nual and the intellectual was not removed. but it was strongly diminished.
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In this brief description of modern history, I have tried to describe the

dynamics of the upward tendency of the working class, and with that. the

movement of socialism and of the egalitarian features of modern Western soci-

eties unti lthe great change of information technology that started around 1910.

6.3.2.4 The Culture of Information Technology

This change is a new transition, a change from the industrial society to the

infrlrmation society, from industrial culture to information culture. The crucial

factor for this transition was the evolution of information tec:hnologv. With the

emergence of infbrmation technology, a whole new wave of automation began.

This wave automated even the cultural skil ls and intellectual knowledge that

during the industrial era had been the watermark of qualif ications above the

technological threshold.

How can this category of cultural products be understood? ln the race

between the material culture and the cognitive culture. or as I pref'er to say,

between the technical system and the knowledge system. another tie occurs.

Once more, the knowledge system reaches the same level as the technical sys-

tem. This advance of the knowledge system is caused by its elevation from the

category of passive externalisation to the category of active externalisation.

Until this transition, the knowledge expressed in a book had been merely a

passive means of performing a certain activity, just as with the hand tool of the

Stone Age. Unlike the machine, the book was unable to perform any operation

whatsoever. This, however, rs not the case lbr infbrmation technology. Infor-

mation Technology can even perform series of operations that externalise so-

called intellectual labour.

The lack of a distinction between action and operation has led to the misun-

derstanding in the discipline of Artif icial Intell igence that the new technology

was a l iteral copy of a person, already possessing. or at least so<ln obtaining. the

same intellectual abilities and other mental capacities. The old characterisatit-rrr

of a machine is sti l l  correct for the new technology: it is a system of externalised

operations, which tormerly were exclusively within the reach of people.

No constituent of Infbrmation Technology can perform any kind of activity,

because the intentional motive is lacking. Nor is even a single action within its

reach. because the intentional poalis also absent."

The present state is. however, a sweeping change in the status of the material

as well as the cognitive culture, a change of a radicality partly expressed in the
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fact that the established difference in their degree of externalisation is eliminat-

ed. The very name of the phenomenon,lnformation-Technoktgt,, indicates that

the present societal turmoil is associated with the fact that the two sides of cul-

ture. technical or material and knowledge, are now quickly fusing together.

Just as with the Luddites, we are now witnessing the annihilation of a whole

stratum of human labour and a simultaneous degradation of the expelled work-

ers. In contrast. the innovative and self-organising staff is now. by definit ion.

elevated above the technological threshold of qualif ication. This qualif ication

threshold at present is located in job functions that are suited for immediate

automation, and. in my opinion. it wil l only be delimited by job functions that,

in principle. cannot be automated.

Currently, the reverse movement of rising industrialism is also evident. This

wave of information technology has a built- in tendency to crush the propensity

toward equal i ty as expressed in the ideology of  enl ightenment and of  social-

ism. and in the evolution of democracy. public health, welfare and education.

This anti-egalitarian tendency is a consequence of the devalorisation of com-

mon labour and the need for exceptional talent.

In 1982, shortly after the announcement of Japan's so-called fif ih generation

of computers"', I began to see this change. I witnessed the crumbling of values

that were established by the rise of the workin-{ class and consequently a simi-
lar  decl ine of  the values associated with the now weakened movement of
socialism. And in the end, the Marxist theory of history and society, which had

been a personal foundatictn fbr most of my life, was also in decline. This was

one of the f-actors delaying the present book. However, since then I have devel-

oped increasing confidence in the now generally discarded materialconception

of history. I realised that the prediction of the present cultural change, including

the present low degree of  interest  in Marx.  was i tsel f  produced by a Marxist

method. Furthermore, tor more than l5 years the prediction has proved to be
correct to a degree that has often sent shivers down my spine.

The total evolution of culture according to the theorv of externalisation is
presented in the diagram below:
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The Evolution of Tools and Knowledge

f ig.6.7

The race between the tool and the knowledge culture is here seen as a full

drawn line "leading the race" and a dot-and-dash-line. which is related. com-

pared to the former l ine, but catching up in the dawn of the Bronze Age, and

even just now, the Era of lnformation Technology.

6.4 The Case of the Formal Sciences

Thus far in this chapter, I have tried to de- and re-construct what is generally

conceived of as a coherent complex consist ing of rutture, naturul science and

technolog.y. My intention has been to show that these three components really

belong to quite heterogeneous areas . Nature is a part of the natural object tield.

The other two components, however, are situated in the anthropological object

f leld; natural science belongs to the natural theory .f ield and technologl is

included in the natural prttctice lield.
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Mathematics, however, is a fourth component, which, according to public

understanding and even to the organisation of most universities. is placed with-

in this already syncretistic complex. In the present subsection, I intend to show

that this localisation is even more mistaken than the placing of technology into

the complex, as mathematics and logic constitute a special kind of scientif ic

discipline. the formal sciences, whose objective. function and evolution are

quite different fiom the natural sciences.

The sciences of mathematics and of logic are considered twin disciplines

belonging to the same category of the formal sciences. However, here I wil l

focus on the birth and the function of mathematics. In mv view. mathematics

had its origin in human model making.

6.4.1 Model Making and Model Use
A model is an intentionally simplified representation of an object. The

general concept of representation is associated with the category of signs as

was presented in chapter 3.

The Varieties of References of Tools and Signs

0 b j e c t

S i g n
Referential
Mediator

I n d i v i d u a l

4t9

f ig.6.8

Let us imagine a person, whose activity is directed toward an object that is so

complicated that it is impossible to fulfil the motive of the activity. For exam-
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ple, let us examine a surveyor in ancient

whose job was to map some area.

Mesopotamia and Pharaonic Egypt

The Activity of Modelling

f ig .6 .9

The d iagram above exempl i f ies  the bas ic  const i tuents  o f  the concept .  The

primary object is a farming area. showing a f-armhouse. a lake. ancl cl i f ferent

f ields, in one of which a f-armer is performing a somewhat r l l -clef inecl primarl

act ivi ty with a somewhat enigmatic tool.  This fhrmer. thus. repre sents thc sub-
ject of the primary activi ty, or ler us jusr cal l  him the primarl 'subject.

Now enters the secondary subject, who happens to be the leacl ing e hunre tcr '

o f  t he  p resen t  s to r y .  He  (and  h i s to r i ca l l y  t h i s  pe rson  was  rna l c ) r s  a  su r r c_ r9 r

making a map for the government in the noble interest of preparinr an aclequare

taxation scheme.

For the surveyor, the ob.ject of'actit,itt' is the nrup he is draw ing . but .semioti-

cal lv, of course, he is conceiving the.t 'urming orea as his primary object, of

which his map is defined as a.sirnpl i f ied representation. that is a model. The

activity of the surveyor is thus a modelling activity.

Sub.ject of the

modelling activitv

a \{ '>-
\ /

Nlodel I'rimarv Ob.iecl
(secondarv obiect )

--H
t t t r  n l  t  I  I  i  t t . g  t t t  I  i  r  i  t t
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This means that he is not just representing the primary object, he is repre-

senting this crbject wrth the specific intention oJ'muking a sintplified representa-

tion.That is, he devises a representation that includes the f-eatures that are rele-

vant, and he eliminates the features that are not.

In this case. he is representing the area according to its farming potential.

Thus. he must take into consideration the boundaries of the fields and the most

important geographic entit ies, but not the temporary constructions. such as

mud houses and certainly not such a transient figure as the f'armer. who happens

to be present during the surveying.

The Activity of Formalising

42r

Subject of the

formalising activity

/ \( " F
\. ,/

Object

(secondar

model)

t-t
--p)

Sub.iect of the The

modelling original

activitv model

litrnuli.sitr,q
a (  l ^ ' t I I

r \ .t t ' - d

I 
nux.lellin<

I  r r (  /11 11\ '

,,A''

f i g . 6 .10

Wc now proceed to the next step in the evolution of formal science. One part

of the prir lary object is a lake in the shape of an el l ipse. We can imagine that the

survevor  who has been taught  to  draw t r iang les.  rec tangles and c i rc les  has

some dif f icult ies drawing such a form. More specif ical ly, he has a problem cal-
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culating the area of the lake, an area that evidently is not a taxable part of the

land in question.

Furthermore, we can imagine that these tasks and other problems of this kind

generally are taken over by one of his colleagues, who has shown interest and

talent for dealing with such brainteasers. For this colleague, the object of acti'u -

ity is even further removed from the inrtialobject, which was the direct concern

of the f armer. The person specialising in solving such "geontetric" problems is

no longer dedicated to the veridicality of the model. that is, whether it really

represents the original object.

The "geometric specialist" is not concerned about whether his ntodel is a

model of a farming area or of a Pharaonic park (an area that certainlv has no rel-

evance for taxat ion whatsoever) ,  nor is he concerned with the contel l t  o1' thc

or ig inal  model l ing act iv i ty.  at  least  not whi le he is engaged in solv ins his geo-

metric problem. In order to solve the special problern transf-erred to hint. he has

to proceed much further in the direction of simplification than was the casc for'

the surveyor. His goal is to find a way to draw an ell ipse and to calculate its

area. To do this job properly and to develop skil ls as a specialist to do these spe -

cialisediobs for his surveyin-{ colleagues, he has to.frtrmulise, that is, to ignore

the original source of his problem.

This means that when he has solved the problern, and thus found a way to
draw an ellipse and to calculate its area, the specific problem delivered to hirn is
of no concern to his solution. Neither the initiol modelling uctivity of the person

he is helping, nor the original object with the difficult elliptic shape enters the

activity of the fbrmaliser. Far beyond the uttermost l imits of his consideration

is the primary activity and prirnary subject that, in fact, was the very reason for
the modell ing activity. for which the specialist was providing his expertise.

This is my understanding of  the histor ic bir th of  the formal discipl inc of
geometrv.rr
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The Evolution of Models and of Formal Svstems

Primary
Object @

I

i  
( I n i t i a lAc t i v i t l ' )

Modelling
(Secondary

Activity)

Secondary

Object

Formalisation
(Tertiary
Activity)

Secondary

Model

f ig.6.11

The diagram above is a kind of model representing this modell ing process.

Note that the formal object is a model o.f initial model (or of a part of this

model) .

Another important change implied by the shift in the activity fiom the model

maker Lct Ihe forntalist is that the original context of the model maker, which

was the init ial reality from which he made his models, is replaced by a quite dit '-

ferent context. The original context vanishes from the mind of the formalist,

because it is his job to decontexuulise, to solve a specific problem, irrespective

of its particular initral context.

The model maker, however, is remaking a context, but this is a quite diffbrent

one. The new context is the emerging formal system, which is the assembly of

decontextualised problems that are related to one another. Thus, the scribe that

starled compiling what the Greeks later called geometric problems, but initially

\,ere,qeo-rnetric problems'', discovered the relation between the ell ipse andthe

cin'le (note the determinate article, we are here not dealing with specific, earth-

bound ti gures anymore).
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Even later, the relat ion between two evidently neighbouring members ol ' the

community of geometric f igures and forms with an entirely dif f-erent appeal '-

ance, namely the parabola and the hyperbola, were discovered. At that tr1tc.

however, Eucl id had already defined this context of drawn f igures to be a lor '-

mal discipl ine cal led geometry.

The emergence of such a fclrmal discipl ine, of course, had a profbund int lu-

ence on model making activi ty. Further, although model making was the start-

ing point of the formal discipl ine of geometry, after the creation of i ts off  spring.

i t  is reduced to being a sheer appl icat ion of the latter. Thus, the surveyor has to

learn the formal discipl ine of geometry as a part of his education. In a way. his

activi ty becomes only part ly formalised. I t  is not completel. t  . f 'ormuli .sed.
because he s t i l l  has to  per form a pract ica l  ac t iv i ty  in  a  most  ear th lv  context .

However, rt is purt l t ' . formuliserl ,  as he has to undertake the sarne clc- or;uthcr

re-contextua l isat ion as h is  co l league,  whose wr l rk  was i . l  p recur \or  o t 'Sc( )pre 1 ' \

These kinds of models I  cal l  formalised models.

The def in i t ion o f  a  tnodel  def ined above is  appl rcab le  to  t \ \  o  d i t ' te  rcnr  krn . . l ,

of rnodels, the ad hoc models and the formalised models. n hich lrc rrr()( lLrr 'cr l

according to the rules specif icd by a fbrmal systent.

More specif ical ly. the fbrrnal ised models can be characteriscd us lol lor i  .

The Concept of a (Formalised) Model

Modelling I t
G
I  Model I

1P,,r,,,"1 si.r. I

i tFormalisation

fig.6.12
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This diagram shows how a formalised model is spanned between two poles:

the pole of the primary object and the pole of the formal system. This implies

that a formalised model is characterised by an internal duality; it has two sides,

the side of reality, ref-erring to the primary object. and the side of formality,

ref'erring to the fbrmal system.

This duality. in my view. is the cause of the erroneous conception of a model

in the mathematical and logical model theory that was introduced in the pre-

vious chapter. In this so-called model theory, the mode.l is modelling the.t'itrmal

,ev-stem, not the primarv object.ln the next diagram, I have repeated the pre-

vious diagram. but added this understanding of a modelto my own:

The Concept of a Formalised Model in
Activity Theory and in Formal Model Theory

Modell ing

(Activi ty ' fheory) I t

Absent in
Formal Model
Theory

Absent in
Formal Model
Theory

Formalisation
(Ac t iv i t v  Theorv) I t Modell ing

(Formal Nlodel

Theory)

f ig.6. l3
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According to Activity Theory, in order to understand the nature of models

and formal systems, we must start with the primary object and the prirnarr

activity. Only then can we safely proceed to the model, which initially is just an

ad hoc simplification, but in due time is subject to certain rules that can facili-

tate the production, use and communication of the model. This is, in a way. an

ad hoc formalisation creating a need for a segregation of these fbrmal rules

from the context of primary modelling in which they appear. Thus, the formal

system is born.

In the logical model theory, this understanding is placed upside down.'r The

logical model theory starts with the fbrmal system. a concept deflned in a more

rigorous way in the next subsection. The fbrmalised model is now defined as a

model rl ' this formal system, that is, the model is related to the formal system

through a function that makes the model a semuntit'interpretation of the formal

system. This is a faint memory of that part of realit l '  that is represented in the

model. but in a curious reverse form.

6.4.2 Formal Systems
I  shal l  now try to give an overview by schematising the ntodel thc.rrr\

ing to activi ty theory that was just presented:

0. The Eden of Pure Realitl

The init ial  subject perfbrms his or her ini t ial  act ivi t l , ,  to'ur ard the rnrrr;r l  ob-

ject. The activi ty, however, is burdened direct ly or in sonre broader con-

text by some problems that necessitate the use of a simpli f ic 'd reprcr. 'nr l-

tion of the object.
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l. The Making of an Ad Hoc Model

The necessity of a simplification is often related to an infrastructural

function in the complex organisation of a high culture, such as taxation,

redistribution of commodities, construction of imigation systems and

major buildings.

The use of an ad hoc model facilitates the secondary activity by eliminat-

ing some of the multitudinous irrelevant features from the complex object

of the activity that is in need of a model.

2. The Making of a Formalised Model

The infrastructural activity necessitating the model is itself generally

developing in the direction of standardisation and bureaucratisation, a

tendency that alone exerts a pressure for a similar standardisation of the

model produced. This standardisation of the model implies a transition

from ad hoc to formalised models, which are subject to certain rules

deterrninin-s their construction and use.

We now have a specific activity of model builders, and a corresponding

prof-ession of model building.

3. The Making of a Formal System

The rules of fbrmalised rnodels constitute a formal system, which unlike

the models have no (at least no visible)reference to any real (that is pri-

mary) object. Instead, they are assemblies of conventional rules and regu-

larities discovered by the makers of formalised models.

The constituents of the formal system are formal objects and rules that, at

least on the surface, appear to be either ideal objects from a world of their

trrr n rrr.fictitious t:onstructs or pure crnventions. This self-understanding

of the formalist is based on the formation of a special group of people

having the formal system as the object of their activity.
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4. The Logical Model Theorv

Seen through the reverse telescope of workers engaged in forrnal \ \  \ tcnr\.

the total i ty of the world is interpreted as one of two possibi l i t ies. I t  is cirScr

the weak and contaminated copy of the ideal objects of the fbrmal s\ \rr'nr.

or i t  is a separate f ield to which an insecure bridge is constructecl bv l1L' i .rp\

of semantic interpretations of the fbrmal systems, which are the petrificcl

remains of what were original ly formalised models.

I t  appears as i f  the distorted understanding of formal systems and formal

models is the result of an al ienation of the workers in the tormal system. This
al ienation is caused by their isolat ion from the part of real i ty of which the for-
mal system may not be a picture, but of which i t  is, at least, an of l .spring.

This al ienation is comparable to similar distorted self-views in other prof-es-

sicrns. For example, l inguists have a tendency to adhere ro a l inguist ic. ret luc'-

t ionism, as demonstrated in the previous chapter. Physicists have a strong ren-
dency to phvsit ' t t l ist i t '  redLrt ' t iort i .strt . . just as biokrgists ol. ten tencl to rt ,dtt t ,( ,1/r\  -

cho l r t g i t ' t t l  und  so t ' i u l  phenon tenu  t o  b i o l o  q r ' .  Ps r  cho los i s t s  and  roe  r t , l o : : i . t .

ins tead f -avour  pst ' t 'ho log i .yn and .sot ' io loq i .v  n .  Thc pro l 'c . : ionu l  id i , , . \  , ,1  rhe
worker  o f  a  formal  system ts  fonnul  i . t t r t .

6-4-2.1Formalism is the Professional "\ l 'el tanschaung" of 'F ornral Scir lrcr

I  sugges t  t ha t  a l i ena t i on  cha rac te r i ses  t he  s ta t c . t ' a t ' t ' a i r .  l ' . r ' 11 ' 1  , , , .  r n . r r i r i

maticians, but some moditying remarks should be acldecl.

I  .  I  have described the process of, f i rst ly, modell ing and. se condlr .  l ,  rr ir  , . ,  :  .  -

ing as great cultural progress.

2. The distort ion of formalism as a mathematical icleal is rrpt 1\\( )Lr.r lL,Lj r i  rrh
the process and method of  formal is ing.  Ins tead.  i t  is  ass.e  iurcr l  r i  r r i r  rhe
reduct ion is t ic  v iew;  there is  noth ing more to  nrathc.nrar ie  :  lh ; . r r r  . . , ,n l jn r -

fiee fbrmal structures and operations.

3. I t  should be noted that th is distort ion is not ent i re ly,harr l t 'u l .  a:  i r  r \  [ ( )  i . r
certain degree an understandable expression of the verv ntotire ol 'thc lor-
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mal activity. The model builder has to ignore irrelevant f-eatures of the pri-

ntary object. but the formal worker has to ignore the primary object all

together. He has to perfbrm as an ideulisr. believing that the formal objects

etre autonomous entit ies of their own. or as a ('onventionulist who envis-

a-ues his formal system as the free and independent invention of his own

prot-ession

4. From a Hegelian view, this alienation is a necessary process of cultural

evolution, in which alienated knowledge is a stepping stone in knowledge

fbrmation itself. My crit icism, thus, is not directed against working with

formal structures. not even against formalism. which is a certain historical

stage in the struggle of mathematicians to understand their sublime, but

elusive activity. The evolutionary perspective is. however, the following.

5. When the interrnediary stage of alienated mathematics, formalism, no

longer is able to make room for the autonomous activity of working with

formal structures. it becomes a guard. It guards against a more compre-

hensive understanding of the historical evolution and social context of

mathematics. Formalism thus functions as a reactionary custodian of a

suppressive and cryptographic privilege of a suppressive elite, blocking a

broader use and understanding of mathematics. This is not only a problem

for the didactics in the teaching of rnathematics, but also a hindrance for

thc proper usc of applied mathematics.

.\ Heuclian program encouraging people involved in the formal sciences to

becttttte self-au arc- has been implemented already to some extent. Thus, two
prominent schcl lars in the phi losophy of  mathematics Davis and Hersh wri te

about fbrmalisni and its philosophical platform, analytical philosophy:

As a dominant style of Anglo-American phi losophy. analyt ical phi losophy

tends to perpetuate identi f icat ion of the phi losophy of mathematics with

logic and the study of formal systems.

From this standpoint. a problem of principal concern to the mathemati-

cian becomes total ly invisible. This is the problem of giving a phi losophi-

cal account of the actual development of mathematics, of prefbrrnal mathe-

matics, the mathematics of the classroom and the seminar. includinc an
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examination of how this preformal mathematics relate: to and r\ .r l l r . : . .1
by fbrmalization.

The most inf luential example of fbrmalism as a stvle in nrathcl l l . rr l , . l .
exposit ion was the writ ing of the group known col lect ivel l 'as Bourh.tk,
Under this pseudonym, a series of basic graduate texts in set theon. ulcc-
bra and analysis was produced which had a tremendous inf luence al l  or cr
the world in the l9-50 and 1960s' '

[ . . .J in recent years, a reaction against fbrmalism has been growinu. In
recent mathematical research, there is a turn toward the concrete and ap-
plicable. In text and treatises. there is more respect fbr exarnples. less strict-
ness in tormal exposition. The formalist philosophy of mathematics is the
intellectual source of the fbrmalist style of mathematical work. The signs
seem to indicate that the fbrmalist philosophy may soon lose its privileged
status. (Davis and Hersh. 1986)

6.4.3 A priori and Posteriori in Mathematics
During the last  two centur ies,  Kant 's theorr  ot 'nrathentat ics ancl  logic as

expression s of necessdr)', althou gh transcendentull.t /t(,( r,\ \(// ' \ '  . \\ 'ntheti(. tt pri-
ori truths has proven to be wrong. Nevertheless. his idea rcsardinc the sr nthe-
t ic apr ior i  is  too valuable to be discarded. Accorcl inglr .  I  *  i l l  pr . ' .cnr thc t 'a ls i r r
as well as the value of his theorv.

6.4.3.1 rhe Falsity of Kant's Theory of Nlathematics and I.rgic
In a most irclnic way, almost all the synthetic a priori e i.rtc.grrric'. r,t '  K.rnt hur e

been refuted dur ing the history of  mathematics ancl  lo_sie .  Hc'  argucJ rhar rhc.
arithmetic structure of numbers was a synthetic a priori. \urnbcr rhc'r\r '). i i lrr i -

ever, has changed immensely since Kant. There are nc)\\ non-:tanJ;lrd lhc'rrnc.:
of  numbers conf l ic t ing wi th the only one known to Kant.  r rho nr i . rakcnl)
bel ieved i t  to be the only one. He also argued that Eucl idean gr-()nrerr \  \ \as a
synthetic a priori. We have seen, however. that non-Eue lidc-an tetrrnetries have
been developed. He also c la imed that the logic o1' . \ r isrot le u as a s\nthet ic a
priori. Nevertheless, quantum logic has been universallr ae cepted in science as
another type of logic that is just as legitimate as the Aristotelian logic is.

ln addition, Kant's theory of the physical worlcl has been refuted in the same
way, for instance, as the theory of relativity has proven the postulate of the tran-
scendental necessity of the classical concepts of time and space to be wrong.
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Why do I still suggest that the idea of the a priori quality of our basic con-
cepts is valuable? In my opinion. all science, whether investigating real object
fields or formal systems. must have a solid foundation when beginning any
investigation, which generally should not be brought into doubt. These basic
concepts and theses are what I call historical o prioris, that is to say, paradig-

matic conceptions that serve as the infrastructure of science.

Thus, nowadays the revised concepts of numbers, just as with our revised
systems of'geometry and logic, are historical a prioris that are used as a means
to analyse the empirical data and the theoretical problems of science. When-
ever problems arise, empirical or theoretical, our first reaction should not be to
blame these historical a prioris that with due reason are conceivecl as nearly
sacrosanct. Afier all, they are revised only after major scientif lc earthquakes,
which delineate the major scientif ic dpoques.

Afier the cclnclusion of this section on the tormal sciences, the reader may
sti l l  be somewhat doubtful concerning the localisation of these mysterious
disciplines within the general family of science. We will return to this question

of systematics at the end of the chapter in the section on meta-science.

6.4.4 The Relation between a Formal System
and an Empirical Discipline

Earlier in this section, the relation between a formal system and a material
ob.iect or system was presented. The issue concerning the formal versus the
inforntal attitude was introduced in chapter 4. Sti l l , the status of mathematics,
e:pee iallv as an unintell igible discipline dealing with problems having a sub-
stantialit l '  of thin air. is paradoxical and astounding. Why has this aloof and
abstract mind -sarne held such tremendous importance for science and technol-
ogy? I shall here present a general frame for analysing the Formality-Reality
lnterface.
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A Model of the Dialectics Relating
Systems of Reality and Formalitl'

fig.6.14

The model above, a Cartesian diagram. is composed of
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There are thus

C. 8 Transitions between these 4 quadrants

I . Conceptual Fonnalisation

2. Conceptual De-formalisation

3. Operational Formalisation

4. Operational De-fbrmalisation

5. Conceptualisation of Reality

6. Conceptualisation of Formality

7. Operationalisation of Reality

8. Operationalisation of Formality

The following is a description of the total process of coding, computation

and decoding, which characterises the use of formal systems. Let us imagine

that a problem arises in some domain of human activity, be it a problem of prac-

tical l i f 'e or of empirical science. The problem is too diff lcult to be solved

imrnediately. The knowledge externalised in a formal system can be used to

represent and attack the problem in a simpler and more standardised way. We

can follow the path of solution through 3 phases:

l .  The in i t ia l  phase in a domain of  real i ty

l. The intermezzo within the formal system

3. The return to the init ial domain of reality
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The Problem Arises in a Domain of Realitv

l. The problem arises in a primary

object within a reality domain.It is

here represented in the quadrant of

conceptual reality, but the dotted

line suggests its origin is in opera-

tional reality.

2. The primary object is translated

into a formalised model, here placed

in the quadrant of formal conceptu-

ality.

Axis of
Conceptuality

Axis of
Conceptuality

Aris of
Realitr

Axis of
Reality
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The Computational Intermezzo
(Within the Black Hole of Mathematics)

435

3. The problem of reality is translated

into a formalised problem within the

formalised model, here placed in the

quadrant of formal conceptuality.

4. The translated problem can now be

subject to computation, which is a

formal operationalisation.

Axis of
Conceptuality

Axis of

Conceptualitl5. The result of the computation is a

formal solution.
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The Return to Reality
(Back to Business)

6. The formal solution, which includes

the series of formal operations neces-

sary to carry out a solution in the

formal system, is now translated into

a real solution, i.e., to the series of

real operations that are necessary to

carry out a solution in the initial

domain.

7. The real solution is now carried out

in the initial domain.

Axis of
Conceptuality

Axis of
Conceptuality

Axis of

Realitv

I wil l present a problem from the infancy of arithmetic to give a sirnple

example of this procedure. A peasant has l0 pigs and has just bought another -5.

Planning to hand over his farm to his 3 sons, he wants to know the total number

of pigs he owns. As the 5 new pigs have not yet  arr ived. he cannot count the

number of his stock directly, instead he represents the animals by pebbles. He

takes l0 black pebbles representing the old stock, 5 white pebbles standing fbr

the new hogs. He then counts the total number of pebbles, which results in the

number of I5.
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I f  he is l i terate, he can do i t  somewhat easier in the fol lowing way:

|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  Pigs+ |  |  |  I  I  Pigs

Now he can make an abstraction that is. in tact. a transition to a fbrmal svs-

tem:

( l  |  |  |  |  |  |  I  I  l ) P i g s + ( l  |  |  |  l ) P i g s = ( l  I  I  I  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  I  l ) P i g s

In a way. he is applying an analogue of the so-called distributive rule of arith-

met ic.

Thus the result is:

|  |  I  I  I  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  I  |  |  P i g s - 1 5 P i g s

It should be noted that this way of representing numerical phenomena was

available tor arithmetical knowledge as soon as the distinction between numer-

al ancl semantic category signs was made. This was evident in early Sumerian

cuneifclrm. where individual number signs were sti l l  missing, and only numeri-

ca l  n ragn i tude s igns  ex is ted ,  l i ke  l ,  10 ,60 ,  I  l0 *60 ,60*60. ' '  Th is  sys tem was

also evident. in a less sophisticated form, in the Roman numerals. The crucial

point is that the same number system is used for all kinds of countable objects.

be it cups. pigs or slaves. and that mass quantit ies are measured in some unit of

measuring.

The arithmetic problem concerning the pigs may seem somewhat simplistic,

but it contains the entire process of formalising, deformalising and using the

solution computed. This procedure of f irst removing a problem from its real

localisation in its object f ield. depriving it of any meaning and of any real qual-

it ies, then distorting the poor remains by coding it into an alienated formal sys-

tem, and in the end uti l ising a solution obtained in this magical way, appears

rather irrational and irresponsible. That mathematics nevertheless has proved

so useful in technology and science can be explained by two facts:
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Two Hidden Causes of Formal Usefulness

1. The invisible factor of hidden origin

As pointed out previously in this section. formal systems, unlike what

many formalists believe. are not sublime ideal objects coming down to

this sordid earth from a heaven of Platonic ideas, but are fossil ised and

decontextualised remains of former pragmatic models.

2. The invisible factor of hidden selection

When a certain formalised model is a successful representation of the inr-

tial object, there is generally a long and hidden process of selecting an

appropriate formal system and a specific design within this.

6.5 The Autology and Reflexivity of the
Anthropological Sciences

In the first sections of this chapter, the natural sciences were discussed and

their heterological character was emphasised. the asymmetry between the

object domain and the domain of scientific knowledge. It was also stressed that

the experimental methodology cherished in science is a par force strategy to

overcome this asymmetry. by which human beings are placed outside the pure

and immanent nature to be investigated.

We shall now turn to the other part of being and to the correspondin-u part ot'

research that is dedicated to studying this other part.

6.5.1 The Autology of Anthropology
The anthropological object f ield encompasses human indii, ' iduals and the

effect of human activity. A part of this activity is found in the anthropological

practice field, the part of human activity directed towards the anthropological

object f ield itself. The cosmological and biological practice fields have their
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basis in cosmological and biological objects, respectively, hereby transforming

them into anthropological ones. However, the anthropological practice is

directed towards genuine anthropological objects. Anthropological practice

thus concerns, on the one side, human persons and their societal organisation,

and on the other side, cultural products, such as artef-acts and meaning systems.

Just as it was stated concerning the natural sciences, the anthropological

disciplines have their origin in practical knowledge experienced and collected

in the anthropcllogical practice field. However, there can be no genuine evolu-

tion of a scientif ic anthropology before a distinction has been made between

the object f ields and their respective practice fields. Some anthropological

disciplines were actually founded in Antiquity, such as the study of polit ical

.t).t/ens. which was initiated by Aristotle, and granmrar, which was intensively

studied by the Latin grammarians in Antique Rome and in Mediaeval Europe.

In the Medieval university system, a split was made between. on the one

hand, qttadrivitt (arithmetic, geometry. astronomy and music) and on the other

hand. trivia (logic, dialectics, rhetoric). An origin of the split between natural

science and humanities can be found in this division, especially considering

that music was at the time heavily influenced by the Pythagorean discovery of

the harmony of acoustics. Thus, quadrivia can be seen as an embryo of natural

science and its handmaiden. mathematics.

The split was deepened after the break through of natural science in the

seventeenth century. In England, natural and moral philosophy were divided.

Thus, Newton's chair was restricted to natural phiLosophy. A corresponding

founding father within the anthropological field, Adam Smith'0, was professor

of  ntorul  phi losophv' .  In l776,he publ ished the book that s imultaneously

became the basis of economic science and of liberal economics.

In Italy. the philosopher Vico'' sketched an ambitious program for the study

of humankind, a study he called The New Science, Scienzia Nova. Vico's argu-

ments made him a precursor of the neo-Kantian rebellion against the predomi-

trance of the natural sciences over humanities. Vico argued that only God can

have genuine knowledge of the natural world, whereas we as the creators of our

own human world can develop first hand knowledge on such subjects as histo-

ry. language and culture.
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The Reflexivity of the Anthropological Field
in the Model of Knowledge

Field of immanent Nature Field of Man
Cosmological Biological
Object Field : Object Field

nthropological
Object Field

Reflection
of Practice jectivation

Anthropological
Practice Field

Reflection
of Theorv

f ig.6.15

In the diagram above, I assert that the facts of the anthropological object

field are first experienced in anthropological practice, and then eventually

reflected in the anthropological theory field. Now, let us try to follow these

steps.

A legal system was established by the Romans, and they even developed as a

part of their cultural creation a legal profession, which in the medieval ages

dominated the studies at the rising universit ies.

With the growth of the modern state. attempts were made to control the

national economy. The schools of f irst mercantil ism and later of the physio-

crats certainly originated in the anthropological practice field befbre they even-

tually turned into genuine theoretical activity with Adam Smith.

The practical forerunners of sociology were the statistical bureaus develop-

ing first in England in the seventeenth century. This is already indicated by the

curious name of what was later turned into a highly tbrmalised discipline. . lrrr-

ti.stics, a term that originally referred to the study of the state.
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An early precursor of sociology was the attempted founding of a discipline
of ideolog-r' in the Enlightenment period of France, ideology being the study of
human ideas. Nevertheless, the first clear definit ion of sociology is associated
with Cornte' ' in the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Since the fbunding of Rome, the mastery of languages was an important part
of the anthropological practice field, and the study of grammar was here an
established discipline, carried on through the Middle Ages and sti l l  a focal area
of study in the Renaissance. With the discovery of the kinship among the Indo-
European languages. a comparative philology was founded in the nineteenth
century and thus the basis of a genuine l inguistic science was laid.

The practical roots of cultural anthropology are based on the experiences of
the European imperialists rneeting foreigners and cultures that differed consid-
erably fiom their own, in the American, Afi ican, Asian and Oceanic colonies.

I have here sketched the roots and founding of the anthropological disci-
plines that belong to the soc'iological half of the anthropological theory fielcl.
The other half of the anthropological theory field is the pst,chological one. This
division of the anthropological theory field is based on the already asserted par-
tit ion of the anthropological object f ield into sociological and psychological

object areas. This division wil l be a main theme in the remainder of this chap-
ter. The sociological objects are the supra-individual human collectives and the
ttt'rn-hunlan products of human activity, whereas the psychological objects sim-
plv are huntan individuals.

As described. the fbllowing path was evident in the evolution of the anthro-
pological disciplines. It started with the epistemic direction from the objects to
the practice directed towards these objects, leading to the fbunding of a specific
theoretical area. and ultimately having the search for pure knowledge as its sole
objective.

As indicated in the diagram (figure 6.12), there is, however, also a feedback
direction. This starts in the theoretical t ield. where new ideas on the nature of
the human species are developed. These new ideas are brought into the field of
practice and thus the anthropological object f ield is changed.

Accclrdingly, economics follows the path in the flrst direction by its exami-
naticltl of the production and transaction patterns in society. It thereby reflnes
the practical knowledge of the agents of economic l if-e into a systematic analy-
sis of econclmic datar') and a systematic formulation of theories. The theories
and eve n the empirical methods are used in the practice of economics. fbr better
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or for worse, and through this impact on practice, theory can eventually have

effects that go back to the original object field.

Although this resembles the previous descriptions of natural science, there

is, however, a major diff'erence between natural and anthropological science.

This difference is the respective heterological and autological character of the

two theory fields.

Natural science does not have an impact or influence on the original natural

object f leld, the primary characteristic of which is its intangible position in

relation to human subjects. Therefore, the impact through technology, based on

scientific theory, does not terminate in the object field of study, but in a simulat-

ed or transformed quasi- or post-natural areathat is a part of the anthropologi-

cal object field.

Thus, natural science has an epistemic problem that is represented in the first

part of this epistemic arc, namely the problem of interacting with its intangible

fields. On the other hand, it does have the advantage of being free of problems

in the second part of this arc, as long as it does not confuse the genuine object

fields with the derived quasi- or post-natural ones. Through its technological

implementation, natural science can cause serious pollution of the biosphere,

but it can never cause any pollution in the object field that it studies.

6.5.1.1 Anthropological Autology as a Methodological Problem

The methodological circumstances are reversed in the anthropological disci-

plines. Being autological instead of heterological, there is no basic problem of

interacting with their objects, which are already a part of our life space. There

is thus no problem as represented in the first part of-the epistemic arc. The basic

problem in anthropology is solely associated with the second part of the arc.

Being autological, anthropological theory is a part of its own object f ield and.

therefore, is not only pestered by the logical problem of autoreference. br.rt alscl

even by the complications of what can be called methodological pollution.

f'his term refers to the objectivised impact of a theory that is no longer pas-

sively describing or predicting phenomena in an object f ield, but actively influ-

encing or even transforming its field of study. [n short. we can define the two

major methodcllogical problems of any science as:
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Two Major Methodological Problems of Science

L The contact problem

2. The separation problem

Both problems are related to the basic subject-object relation of epistemolo-

gy. The first problem can occur while the researchers are discovering, localis-

ing and observing the object of study. The second problem concerns the deter-

mination of the extent to which the data are about the subiect and the extent to

which they are about the object of investigation.

In the natural sciences, there is, in principle, an insurmountable contact

problem that can only be solved effectively by "domesticating" the originally

transcendent objects or by replicating them as artificially produced models.'"

on the other hand, the separation problem is, in principle, easy to overcome,

exactly because of the basic split between the subject and the object. The wa1-

of solving the contact problem creates, however, a new separation problem. [n

the anthropological field, this picture is reversed. There is, at least in principle,

no contact problern. as the subjects of anthropological investigation are already

placed in their object area. There is, however, a separation problem that is, in
principle. insurmountable.

The Chiasm of Methodological Problems

Category of

Science
Problem type

Contact problem Separation problem

Natural
Sciences insurmountable unproblematic

Anthropological
Sciences unproblematic insurmountable

Thble 6.1
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Two different strategies have been developed to cope with the separation

problem:

The Dual Strategies for Solving the Separation
Problem in Anthropological Science

l. The Strategy of Sub.ject-elintinatiort

2. The Strategy of Intersnbjec'tiy,it)'

With the first strategy, the researchers in charge of the investigation try to

el iminate any subjectrv i ty by making a c lear-cut  border l ine between them-

selves and the object ofstudy. In the second strategy, the researchers choose the

opposite approach, by identifying or assimilating themselves as much as possi-

ble with the object or object area. Thus, in psychology, the experimental and

psychometric methods belong to the first category and the psychoanalytic case

study and the phenomenological interview belong to the second one. In the

social sciences, the sociometric methods rely on the first strategy. whereas the

field method of cultural anthropology uses the second one.

6.5.1.2 The Concept of Truth in the Anthropological Sciences

There is, however, an even more serious problem associated with the autol-

ogy of anthropology. Besides the problem of empirical methodology, there is a

question concerning the very nature of anthropological science. [n the natural

sciences. the object area is quite distinct from the practice area. In the anthropo-

logical sciences, the object area and the practice area wil l always belong to the

same general object f ield, namely the anthropological object f ield. ActLrally.

the starting point for any anthropological study is human activity itself.

This means that the relat ions depicted in f igure 6.12 are rather elusive.  When

we ask whether a specific theory is a true reflection of its object area, we have

to inquire whether the eventual concordance is due to their common origin in

the same area of human endeavour. This is a possible, but by no nleans neces-

sary.  interpretat ion.  Another possibi l i ty  is  that  the theory has some pract ical

consequences in the anthropological practice field, whereby it is objectivised

into the anthropological object f ield, of which the practice field is, after all. just

a part.
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The validity of psychoanalysis as a psychological theory, therefore, should

not be evaluated exclusively in the practice fleld of the prof'essional psychoana-

lyst. Likewise, the truth of Marxian sociology was never proven by the impact

of Marxian ideology in the now perished socialist states in Eastern Europe. Can

we, under these circumstances, maintain the very concept of truth in the field of

anthropology'/ Is it desirable, and is it possible l

If we conceive of truth from the perspective of a clear-cut separation-oriented

methodology (e.g., as found in natural science), we can hardly defend the main-

tenance of a concept of truth. For better or for worse, the disciplines of anthro-
pology are so intirnately placed within their own area of study, that a theory of

objective truth as a simple correspondence is certainly quite naive.

There is, however, another possibil i ty. We can characterise the difference

between the anthropological theory field and the anthropological practice field

as a disparity in respect to generality. The practice field is, by definit ion, speci-

fic and contextualised. The theory field should be specifiable and contextualis-

able, but it is not bound to a specific context like the practice field. Therefore,

we have a general division of labour between the practical and the purely epis-

temic side of a certain subfield of anthropology. The practical side is the appli-

cation of anthropological knowledge in order to intervene in the object t leld. In

contrast. the theoretical side is directed toward episternic goals. The former I
call the pro.f'e.;.sion of the subfleld, the latter is the disc'ipline. For instance, the
subfield of psychology consists of, on the one hand, pro.fessional pst,r 'hologr-

and. on the other hand, the .tcientiJic disc'ipline ol ps,-c.hologt.

The same duality is fbund in economics and sociology(S), the latter under-
stood in the traditionally narrow sense as the study of social structures and
processes.' '  The dialectics between the prof-ession and the discipline is the fbl-
lowing:
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The Dialectics between Profession and Discipline

The Discipline has the advantage. as well as the disadvantage, of being

decontextualised, detached in relation to its very object area. Detach-

ment from social intluence of, for instance, the power structure of the

object area implies an independence that, whenever it is properly

uti l ised, gives the scientist a freedom to choose the problem and the

method he or she finds appropriate. The disadvantage can be the rela-

tively greater distance to the object area investigated, a distance that

can eventually imply a new kind of contact problem.

The Profession has, on the other hand, the advantage, as well as the disad-

vantage, of being contextualised. f irmly integrated in its object area.

Professional psychologists, economists and sociologists thus have less

freedom to choose the goals and means of their work, but they have no

contact problem.

This difference between the profession and the discipline suggests a divrston

of labour as well as an exchange between them, which resembles the relation

between technology and natural science (as described above). The practice

area is very often the breeding ground for problems to be investigated in the

theory area. It is also the practical testing ground for the results of scientific the-

ory making. According to the general theory of truth presented in chapter rl. it is

never enough to rely on internal testing within the science. because the ultirnate

criterion is the practical experience.

Why then should we make this complicated detour frotn the practice area

into the theory area and back again? Why not stay in the practice area in the first

place'? Well, the practical experience is a necessary. but certainly not sufficient

condition for something being proven as truth in the scientific sense.

The drawback of practice is precisely the binding it exerts on its members.

Not only is there, most often, a political lack of freedom, as the power relation

limits the possible choices. There is even a cognitive l imitation of the perspec-

tive inherent in the narrowness of any specific kind of practical context.
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I shall therefore suggest the following definition of truth in anthropology.

The truth of an anthropological theory is to be understood as its general capaci-

ty to be contextualised into any specific area within its own delimited scope

inside the anthropological object field. As the c'riterion of truth for an anthro-

pological theory, I suggest the fbllowing:

Criterion of Truth for an Anthropological Theory

Ultimately, humanity has to accommodate in its own practical l i fe to the

f'acts described and explained by the theory in question, just as theory has

to describe and explain the facts met in practical lif'e.

This may sound rather close to a pure pragmatism, but it is not; at least, it is

not close to a pragmatism identifying truth with usefulness. It should be noted

that the deflnit ion above distinguishes between, on the one hand, the specific

usefulness of applied science as a contextualised application of a discipline in a

profession and, on the other hand, the general truth of theory.

Its general truth presupposes a theoretical generality attached to the univer-

sal  contextual isabi l i ty  o l ' the theory in quest ion and a pract ical  universal i ty

associated with the universal human necessity of accommodating the content

of the theory in the general activity of humankind.

Thus, this definit ion of anthropological truth presupposes some universal

qualities in the object field of anthropological theory, and that is. of course, the

anthropological obiect f ield. These qualit ies can be called unthropologicttl

invariants. ln chapter 3. I defined some of these anthropological invariants

from the perspective of Activity Theory.

Further. it should be noted that these anthropological universalities are gen-

erally not f ixed and constant attributes, as with the specific qualit ies of a bio-

Io-gical species. Instead, an anthropological invariant is a disposition attached

to every specimen of a certain category of the anthropological object field, the

objects of which are, on the one hand, the category of human individuals and,

on the other hand. the categorv of human societies and their constituents.
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Although the disposition is so general that is has to be specified, this specifi-

cation must take place in a given historical context for the anthropological

object in question. Examples of anthropological invariants include the devel-

opment ol o speciJic' personalin, in an individual and the evolution of'u specific

cLtlture Jrtr a human society. Of course, some universalit ies cover all persons

and all societies when considering personality and culture. The specific forms

of emerging personality in a certain individual or emerging culture in a certain

society are, however, non-universal processes.

It is therefore a basic prerequisite for any grand anthropological theory (a

basic theory) or even for most theories applicable to a certain subsection of the

general anthropological object f ield that they fulf i l  this combination of univer-

sality and specifiabil i ty. This is a prerequisite for the anthropological disci-

plines according to the meta-theoretical specification presented in this treatise.

On an even more abstract level, it is a meta-theoretical postulate that the

meaning of truth in anthropology is atheoretical universality. It can be specified

within a given empirical context, thus implying a pructical universality based

on the ultimate existential unacceptabil ity of rejecting the theory in question.

How can I rationally defend this meta-theoretical position'? I wil l here uti l ise

the principle of autology, which is claimed to characterise the fleld of anthro-

pology. This can be done in accordance with the principle of theoretical reflex-

ivity in anthropology. In other words, the theory of this field is not just a picture

of the fleld, but is itself a part of it.

This is true also for anthropological meta-theory. In this case, we have a spe-

cif ic kind of double reflexivity. The meta-theory of anthropology, apart from

being a picture of this science, is also a constituent of the ohiect theory and the

object.f ield. It fbllows from this topological quality that the very same precon-

ditions claimed fbr the object theory should also be required firr the meta-thco-

ry. Personally, I do not see any point in an object theot'y thal does not ult intately

matter in our daily l ives. Likewise, I would be rather unaff 'ected b1' any nleta-

theory that had no relevance for my daily work as a social scientist who works

with object theories concerning every day l if 'e and thus ultimately with rele-

vance for our daily l ives.

To avoid a rather narrow-minded uti l i tarian pragmatism, it should be

stressed that the bearing of theories on daily l i f-e must be understood as a quali-

f ied relevance.
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Any ideology, however absurd or repressive, has of course an often quite

impressive significance fbr daily l i f 'e in a given society. It can also have a cer-

tain degree of universality in being globally widespread and in existence for a

long time, as is the case for the great religions. in existence fbr millennia. Some

totalitarian ideologies likewise claim a universality, which has a postuluted sct-

entific content. noI a transcendental one.

What then is the point of making a blueprint for an anthropological theory.

which is not yet in existence, and with hypothetical prerequisites that are of a

most doubtful nature'l The view of science according to Activity Theory is one

of non-relat iv i ty.  The course of  science is a process of  convergence. Such a

postulated tendency of theoretical convergence seems to presuppose an under-

lying convergence of the diffbrent cultures existing on this planet. This conver-

gence occurs in space between simultaneously existing cultures and occurs in

t ime between the cul ture of  one per iod and i ts successors.  As a chi ld of  the

Enlightenment 6poque. humankind according to Activity Theory is experienc-

ing a semi-utopian convergence process moving toward an eventual unifica-

tion of humanity. However. I wil l not advocate for a specific utopia in some

future unified culture. I wil l even avoid the very postulate of any unification

whatsoever. There is. however, one interesting argument for the proposed con-

cept of anthropological truth.

Not only does this concept incorporate a logical presupposition of an actual

Lrnification of human culture, but the process of cultural unitlcation may very

vuel l  h i t re a presupposi t ion of  such an anthropological  theory.  We may never

l ' ind the truth about ourselves. We rnay never fulf i l  a process of cultural unifica-

t ion.  What is uorse. there is an already mater ia l ised r isk that  we may notpro-

long our sot lervhat unref lected existence, that  we wi l l  not  prolong the exist-

ence of humankind whatsoever.

The truth ol onthrutpologit-ul thertrt ' , which is its correspondence to the

anthropological object f ield. is tested in this meta-theory by its necessity for a
generalised type of anthropological practice. However, it was stated that the

relatiott between the specific practice and the theory areas within the anthropo-

Iogical f ield is organised by paired prof-essions and disciplines. How is the spe-

cialrsation of the applied professions and the scientif ic disciplines to be com-

bined with a vision of a general human culture. where anthropology is a univer-

sal key of reflection'l At f irst glance, it does not f it at all. On the contrary, the
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first perspective suggests an increasing gap between the sophisticated people

who know and the naTve people about whom the knowledge is tormulated.

The potential for a global unification process in human culture already is

compromised so much by its semi-utopian content of peace and brotherhood.

that I wil l leave this utopian version. As such, I wil l proceed to the original.

somewhat more modest heritage of Enlightenment, which encompasses the

idea of universal edur:ation for all human individuals. If the universal know-

ledge of the basics of-anthropology is in fact a necessity for the existence of our

kind. then of course this implies that the majority of human beings should be

educated about it. This certainly does not imply that all individuals should have

exactly the same kind of knowledge. Just as a global economy does not presup-

pose that all people have the same work, a global culture does not require that

all individuals have the same knowledge. However, they must shure a common

basi.s of'knowledge.

In the previous chapter. Putnam's theory of meaning was presented. Accclrd-

ing to Putnam, meaning is a universal feature, but at the same time. it presup-

poses an epistemic division of labour. In other words, we may not ourselves

have the specific expertise necessary to establish the objective t'acts of a certain

object or phenomenon, but we can always find somebody with such a know-

ledge. Such a division of knowledge is also a prerequisite in the organisation of

science itself. [n an even more general way. we must have coffesponding rela-

tions between the scientist and the laypeople, that is. the lay people with respect

to knowledge concerning a certain subfield of anthropology.

6.5.2 The Reflexivity of Sociological Science
In the previous chapter, the refleriyir.r' of a science was defined as a kind ot'

relation between the object and theory field of a science. The theory field is

characterised by the following attributes: it is at the same tinre a part of its

object field, the attribute of autolog.v, and it is a picture of it. the attribute of

reflectivim^.

This is comparable to the relation between a self-portrait of the painter and

the painter him- or herself. Reflexivity implies that the picturing made in the

anthropological theory field, is in principle. never a neutral description, in the

way we find in natural science. The very act of picturing a part of the anthropo-
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logical object field is an intervention into this object field. This is the way we

introduced the problem in the former subsection on methodological problems.

These problems are well known in the major branch of anthropology that I call

sociology, generally called social sciences.

For example, the forecast of political opinion before a coming election may

very well influence the result by the reactions of the voters to the forecast. It is

evidently impossible to measure this disturbing influence of the ft lrecast."

Sometimes it may work as a positive t-eedback channel, reinforcing a tendency

found in the opinion poll. An even more profound consequence of this band-

wagon phenomenon can be the self-Juffilling effect, where the very publication

of a f'alse opinion poll changes the opinion of the electorate in the direction told.

ln gther cases, a forecast can function as a negative f 'eedback channel;by its

own influence on the electorate, it is destroying or diminishing the tendency

predicted. A f amous exanrple is the 1948 presidential election in the U.S. In all

opinion polls. it was predicted that the presiding president Harry Trumantt of

the Democratic Party was going to be beaten by the challenging Republican

candidate Dewey. This very prediction, however, had a strong effect on the

behaviour of the two candidates. Dewey being sure of a landslide victory

slowed down in the final portittn of his campaign, whereas Truman made a

cletermined effort to beat not only his rival, but also even the polls. Both effects

seern to have inf-luenced the election, which was won by the dark horse. and

Io:1 hr the l ' i t r  our i te.

The peculiar epistemic relation of reflexivity can even be turned into a posi-

t ive scient i f ic  c la im. The theory is s imultaneously a part  and a picture of  i ts

object f ield. r. 'u'hich has an interesting consequence. The theory must not only

depict all the other parts of its specific object f ield, it also must represent itself.

This means that a theory in the anthropological sciences. in order to fulf i l  the

claim of reflexivity, must be a meta-theory. A theory within the sociological

theory field is in itself a sociological object.

If the theory happens to be a grand theory covering the total range of the

sociological object f ield, it must also be a theory of sociolo-ty. that is, a socio-

logical meta-theory. In fact. most of the classic theorists of sociology l ike

Comte. Marx. Durkheim and Weber took this challenge very seriously.
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6,6 The Human Society and the Human Individual
- the Relation between the Anthropological
Sister Sciences: Sociology and Psychology

Both the object f ield of anthropology and the theoretical f ield of anthropolo-

gy have now been presented. At this point, the relat ion between the two dif tbr-

ent objects of anthropology, the httmun society and the human individuul, will

be examined. Using the recurrent approach of going back and f<lrth between an

object and i ts corresponding theory t ield, the relat ion between the two majt-rr

subfields of anthropological science, Sociology and Psychology, wi l l  be ana-

lysed.

The systemato logy of  sc ience has a ra ther  bewi lder in-s  map of  d isc ip l ines

and subdiscipl ines, divisions that of ien seem to rel lect the part icular science's

history rather than i ts object f ield. Thus, in the cosmological f ield. astnrnomy.

phys ics  and chemist ry  are the main d isc ip l ines.  The tendency.  hower  cr .  has

been to  make phys ics  the genera l  d isc ip l ine.  thus reduc ing the other  tno se i -

ences to specif ic appl icat ions of general physical theories.

Recently. the chemists have staged a counterattack by arguin-u fctr the non-

reducibi l i ty of chemistry. The argument is that chemistry is, at least. at a level

of the organisation of matter, thus more complex than the theories of physics.

The relat ion between physics and chemistry is then rather similar to the relat ion

between chemistry and molecular biology. This relat ion has been discussed by

Prigogene for instance rt

In biology, another major area of science" the idea of a general discipl ine is

rather new." Original ly, botany and zoology were considered quite dif l .ercnt

d i sc i p l i nes ,  w i t hou t  much  i n  common .  Even  fo r  t he  d i ve rse  subd i se  i p l r nc .

vt ' i thin these dual branches. there have been few attempts to f ind gcne nrl  rhco-

r ies  encompass ing them a l l .  An at tempt  to  form genera l  b io log icu l  thcor ie  s  f  i rs t

arose at  the end of  the e ighteenth and dur ing the n inetee l t th  e  e  n t l r r r .  Thus.  the

d iscovery  o f  the ce l l  proved the ex is tence of  a  comrnon s t r l rc tLr r r ' lo r  p lants  and

animals ,  and corresponding d iscover ies  were la ter  rnac le  in  gcnet ie  s .  l 'o l lowed

by great improvements in the theory of e'n'olut ion.

An examination of the histories of the cosmologrcal uncl the biological object

f ields makes two quite dif terent f .eatures apparent. The f irst is the formation of

ideas having merely transient. historical character, such as the pecul iar mixture

ttf  empir ical knowledge and metaphysical speculat ion in rnedieval alchemy, or
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the status of Phlogiston as a real substance in the chemistry of Priestly. 'n This

f-eature is scientif ic or pre-scientif ic meaning that I call divergence.

The second f'eature is the formation of theoretical concepts and theses that.

in spite of basic subsequent transformations in the theory field, are connected

to their theoretical successors through a relation of correspondence, and not

through a relation of mere contradiction. This latter teature I call converg-

ence." lf the thesis of scientif ic convergence def-ended in this treatise is correct,

even the systematology of the sciences is due to changes in a convergent direc-

t ion.

The object fleld of particular interest here, anthropology, has a peculiar col-

lection of disciplines. First, in the Anglo-Saxon countries there is a tradition of

dividing everything that in German tradition is called "Wissenschaff" into sci-

ence and scholarly studies. Thus, the people working in the first discipline are

called scientist.s and the people in the second are called scholars. This division

is combined with a widespread tendency of individuals in the former category

to consider the latter to be totally outside science, in fact to be quite unscienti-

f ic. The totality of what I have defined as anthropology(G) is comprised of

three major domains of knowledge and knowledge seeking: Psychology,

Social Science and Humanities. As the internal relations between these main

dornains are somewhat diff 'erent from country to country, and even fiom uni-

rersi tv to universi ty,  I  wi l l  take the l iberty of  using this t r ipart i te as a start ing

p o l n t .

\ \ 'hcn conrparin-r psychokrgy and the other two domains. an interesting dif--

l 'erence betr, l 'een the former and the other two domains emerges. Psychology is

general ly considered to be a universal discipl ine, in spite of the disagreements

among psycholog is ts  f ' rorn  d is t inc t  subdisc ip l ines or  d i f ferent  theoret ica l

schools. This is not the case for the discipl ines of social science and humanit ies.

Not only is there a considerable distance between social science and human-

i t ies .  but  a lso both domains are par t i t ioned in to  a  ka le idoscope of  subdisc i -

p l ines.  Thus,  soc ia l  sc ience has major  subdisc ip l ines such as:

socrology(S)". economics. politology, (cultural). anthropology, technology

theor,v. theory of organi sations. crim i nology.
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Amone humanities we find:

history. linguistics, theory of science, pedagogy, theory of literature, his-

tory of the arts, history of music, history of religion, archaeology, specific

studies dedicated to single languages or cultures.

In psychology, in fact, there is just as much diversity, and to a certain extent.

even many parallels to the other two disciplines. The difference is, however"

that tor psychology these divisions are considered sub-domains as opposed to

i ndependent disciplines :

In chapter 3, I suggested that the anthropological object f ield could be divid-

ed into two major sections. The f irst consists of human individuals, the seconcl

of human societies and the constituents of these.

The idea is that the structure of the theory fleld should ref-lect the stnle rurc ot

the object field.

social psychology, psychology of personality, developmental psvchology.

cogni t ive psychology. psychology of  learning, psychology, of  language.

psychology of motivation, psychology of enrotions. comparative psvchol-

ogy, neuropsychology, psychology of  organi  sat ion.  (  cross )cul tural  psy-

chology, psychology of  re l ig ion,  psychological  aesrher ics.  educat ional

psychology, clinical psychology, psychopathology.
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Activity as a Coupling Relation between
Person and Societv

/

Person -

Personality

Activity

/\
/ \

/ \

\
\

\
Society -

Culture

f ig.6.16

In th is diagram. Act iv i ty is shown as the al l -encompassing process that

ernbraces individual persons and society in an indivisible totality. This onto-

logical relation (the relation in the anthropological object f ield) is reflected on

the meta-theoreticallevel. The theoretical picture of activity is what I callbasic

anthropology or basic activity theory.

The theory covering the individual is ps,-chology, and the theory of society is

sociology,."' The organisation of the anthropological theory field should then

be:

The 3 main parts of Anthropology

(ieneral Activity Theory
BasicA{opology

/ \
/

/' \'

i ' \
/ \

i \',
Psychology Sociology

fig.6.17
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Basic Anthropology (Basic Activi ty Theory) is the common ground for Psr,-

chology and Sociology, which can be seen as the branches' ori-uination in this

common stem. The scope of the total i ty of Anthropology(G) wil l  be discusscd

in  t he  nex l  sec t i on .

6.6.L The Scope of Anthropology
The content of anthropology is shown in the diagram below:

Relations between general and basic anthropology
to the sister sciences of psychology and sociology

General

Theory Field of

Anthropology

lA((;)l

So-

cio-

log)

tsl

f ig.6. l8

Anthropology was defined in chapter 3 as the studr ot'Hunrankincl. The term
therefbre can be understood as a super-concept ref'errin-g to the totality of those
sciences that are dedicated to the study of the stran-se attributes and accorn-
plishrnents of our species. This is the broad meanin-g of the term, and when nec-
essary I shall specify by adding a (G), for total. just as in the case of "cosllolo-

gy" and "sociology".

G
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However, when Anthropology(G) is part i t ioned, psychology and sociology

become separate components. although their common ground is anthropolo-

gy(B) in the more specif ic sense of deal ing with the essential i t ies of our spe-

cies. In other words. i t  is not associated with either the individual or the societal

component as a definite object, and certainly not related to the study of specific

individuals and specif ic societ ies.

What then are the arguments for having this specif ic division of labour with-

in the scienti f ic domain of anthropology(G)'?

I see two good reasons, which are both consequences of the existence of the

separate discipl ines of psychology and sociology. First ly, basic anthropology,

anthropology(B), provides a methodological platform for these sister sciences

that defines the anthropological principles prior to a determination of the essen-

t ial i t ies of. on the one hand. the human individuals and, on the other hand, the

human societ ies. Secondly. anthropology(B) is a guardian against the everlast-

ing tcndenc ies o f  sc ient i f ic  separat ism and sc ient i f ic  imper ia l ism.  the former

destroying thc very relat ion between the two discipl ines, the latter destroying

the integri ty of i ts sister science.

What is the scope of anthropology(B) given that i t  is generously delegating

the study of the person to psychology and the study of society to sociology'? I ts

objective is the determination of the anthropological invariants, that is, the

basic qual i t ies attached to our species. According to the ref lect ive relat ion

betw'een the object and the theory f ield, these anthropological invariants must

hc uttuchecl to the specif ici ty of human activi ty. Therefbre. the basic concept of

arrthropologr'(B ).  in fact. nrust be human activi ty. In chapter 3. the spec' i f ' ic 'a dif ' -

. ferentiu of hurnan activi ty was defined as rnediated intentional i ty, implicating

as i ts essential traits the existence of tocl ls. meaning, organisation and appropri-

at ion. Al l  these invariants are defined on a more general level than either psy-

chology or sociolo-uy.

We have moved from a non-paradigmatic definit ion of anthropology(B) as

the area of discourse about our species to a deflnit ion specif ic to the approach

of Activity Theory. The proposed organisation of the human studies, however,

is not l imited to this specif ic theory. ln principle, i t  could be used with other the-

ories as well .  I t  should be noted. however, that this arrangement presupposes

the acceptance of a specif ic relat ion between the sister sciences of psychology

and sociology.
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6.7 The Sociology of Activity Theory

The objective of this book is to analyse the status of the anthropologrcal clis-

ciplines fiom the standpoint of activity theory. In the preceding chapter. I sirg-

gested an organisation of the theory field of anthropology(G) in accordance

with the ontology of the anthropological object field as described in chapter 3.
In the fbllowing sections, I wil l elaborate on the inventory of the sociological

object fleld.

6.7 .l The Object Field of Sociology(G)
The object fleld of sociology is defined as all manifestations of Humankind

that cannot be assigned to the human individual. This definit ion includes a
dichotorny similar to the one suggested for the anthropological object f ield.
dividing it into sociology and psychology.

In chapter 2. a metaphysical frame that included three ontological forrns of

existence (phenomenon. object and essence) was presented. This frameu ork

can also be applied here. The sociological object f ield is comprised of thc prt,-

ducts of  human act iv i ty.  In addi t ion to these sociological  objects.  i t  a l \ ( )  e()n-
tains the phenomena (processes and aspects) and essential traits clirectlr re lulcrl

to these objects. In regards to processes, a distinction should he dras n hcr* ccn
activitv and act. This follows directly from the definit ion of ae rir irr :

Activity is the societally organised lif-e process.

are individual acts.

Str ict ly speaking, we thus can assign only Hunrun , \L rrr  r r r .  th. .  basic concept
of this treatise, to sociological, supra-individual proces\e\.

One of the problems of sociology as a scientif ic discipline is that it has been
fragmented, rather prematurely, into a plethora of subdisciplines, according to
the most heterogeneous set of criteria. Thus. we har e subdisciplines represent-
ing categories of activit ies:
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Social activit ies

Economic activit ies

Polit ical activit ies

+ Sociology(S)

* Economics

+ Pol i to logy

Another criterion for division is the specific kind of human products that are

studied, for instance:

The criterion can even include the kind of empirical sources used by the dis-

c ip l ine:

Material sources

Written sources

+

+

Archaeology

History

The most problematic result of this fragmentation is not so much the

methodological diversif ication that to a certain extent is justif ied by the speci-

fic type of phenornenon or source studied, but rather the theoretical incoher-

ence. as the subdisciplines are often unable or unwill ing to coordinate their

individual theoretical eflorts. Accclrding to this brief survey of the sociological

fic'1c1. societal activity is considered to be one integral process, which is seen

frorn different perspectives in the respective subdisciplines of sociology(G).

Tools

Lan-uuage

Objects of art

Literary work

Technology

Linguist ics

History of art

History of literature

+

+

+

+
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6.7.I.1 The Sociological Objects

In chapter 3, a sociological object was

human activity. These cultural products

classes:

Ch.6: Theory and Practice

defined as an external isecl proclue t ot

can be d iv ided in to  the f i r l lo i i  rng . l

Sociological  col  lect iv i t ies

Tools (artefacts)

Signs (carr iers o1'  meaning)

These categories now wil l  be described.

6.7. I .1. I Sociological Collectivities

A soc io log ica l  co l lec t iv i ty  is  any set  o f  human be ings that  f i r l f i l  thc  requi re-

ments  for  the def in i t ion o t 'an ob ject  (chapter  2) :  s tab i l i t ) '  over  t in te .  a  ccr tu i r r

coherence over  space.  and an amount  o f  independence i r t  re la t ion t0  o thcr -

ob jects .  Around the turn o f  the 20th century ,  there was a farnous d i :purc '

between Durkheir l  and Tarde about the status of the existence of social col lec-

t iv i t ies . " 'Th is  d iscuss ion.  o t 'course,  is  re levant  for  any suggested k inc l  o f  soc io-

log ica l  co l lec t iv i t l , .

In the macrosociologie s of Marx and Durkheim, society in i ts total i ty is the

most important. Weher. ott  the other hand, is just as interested in col lect ivi t ies

of  a  minor  rank.  In  soc ia l  psvchology and micro-soc io logy.  there has been a

basic division of groups into l tr i tr tut ' . \ '  group.\ and .rccor? t lurt '  qrottT;. i .  I  suugcsr

that the term group shoLrld be used to refer to the t irrrner. Hou cr e r ' .  l i rr  thc l l t-

ter ,  the concept  o f  formal  co l lec t i r i tv  s l iou ld  bc appl ic 'd  i t ' thc  rcqLr i rcnrcnt  ( ,1

objecthood is fulfl lled.

The greatest  soc io log ica l  ob jects  are th l ls  thc  soc ie t ies .  Thc :n t ; r l l c ' : t  \ ( )e  lo-

log ica l  ob jects  are the groups.  which are character iset l  hr  th . ' i r  lh i l in  to  ex is t

wi thout  formal  ru les and based on ly  on the d i rect  in tcr -pcr . , ,na l  re la t ions among

its members.

An organisat ion is  a  soc io log ica l  ob ject  th l i t  i s  eor r ipr isec l  o f  ind iv ic lua l

groups. Or-eanisati t tns. in contrast t() groups. can hc' ordered on r lult iple levels.

As such,  a  spec i f ic  organisat ion can be lornred br  eer ta in  sub-organisat ion: .

which in  themselves can be composed of  sub-sLrb-organisat ions and so on.  to

the basic organisations that consist of groups clnly' .  Nlaximal organisations ar.c
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above organisations. and they themselves are not part of any major organlsa-

tion. Just below the top level of society are the maximal constituents of socie-

ty, such as the major administrative units (or possibly federate states in a union)

or major sectors.

Activity Levels of the Sociological Object Field

f ig.6.19

In this diagram, the different sociological objects are identif ied with their

rc':pective levels of activity. The total level clf activity is presumed to be an

crnpirical constant, dependant cln the size and cornplexity of the society. This

constant is fbr the sake of convenience called n. We thus have n levels of com-

p l e r i t r .

At the top is society in its totality, which is the societal activity level of order

n. Just belou' are the rnajor subsystems of society, level n- l. Following are the

irnmediate constituents o1'the major subsystems. Organisations can be of any

order exceeding L Groups are of  order l ,  and below this level ,  there are no

A n
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I
A, .  r

l t - -

I
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I

Ar

A l

I
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more societal levels of act ivi ty. However, there is yet another lc-rcl of ire rt \  tr \ .

that is, the individual or personal level,  where any activi tv has to be irnplcnlcnr-

ed. This level,  which implements and complements the societal lcr el.  hu. bccn

appoin ted the symbol ic  leve l  o f  zero.  The personal  leve l  o f  ac t i r in  is  rhLr .

beyond the societal or external system of act ivi ty. The personal ler el ot '  le t i -

vi ty is not just the l imit of the external system; i t  is also the apex of a quite t l i t ' -

ferent system of activity, the internal system of activity. It belongs to anorhe r

object f ield, the psychological one.

Society is not a total ly ordered hierarchy. [n fact, society is composed of

several substructures that have different orders of complexity. For instance, the

state in the developed part of the world is organised in a relat ively well-ordered

administrative hierarchy, whereas the economic sphere consists of more or less

independent firms and enterprises of very different orders.

The third sector of society, the civi l  society, is a heterogeneous assembly of

family structures, local society structures, and non-governmental orsanisu-

t ions,  such as c iv i l  assoc ia t ions.  There are even over lapp ing sect ( ) r ' \ .  ThLr . .

po l i t ica l  par t ies  connect  the s ta te  and the c iv i l  soc ie tv .  labour  L ln i t ,n .  r -onndt i

the economic sphere and the c iv i l  soc ie ty .  and lobbv orgunt rar i t  rn :  t  ln r r r , , .  t  t i t r

economic sphere and the state.

The soc ie ta l  ob jects  that  dev ia te  f rom a h ierarch ie  l l  t , r t jennS .1r .  s1r r r . ; i  t . '1 r

ca l l ed  he te rn rch ies .  Ano the r tendency  i n  soc ia l  r c i enec  i . l r r . r h l n t i r \ n  l i i .  . r r \

concep to f  ob jec thoodo revenanype rmanen t  \ t r l l c t l l r e  .  Thu . .  t he  t l r c r : l t : .  - , , r . -

s tant ly  changing networks c l f  cc loperat i r  e  re la t ion.  in  r r l  ( r r ! .1n l . . r t : , ' i t  i t . r \  i i

been characterised lately by the terrn "adhocrac\ ".  Horr c' \  c.r.  |  .h;r l l  . tr .  i ,  r , ,  Ihc

somewhat  o ld- fash ioned concept  o f  h ierarch ica l  soe rc t . r l  ( ) rdc t  ln r .  rn  Ih i .  l rc l . l

as  we l l  i n  t he  t h ree  o the r  ma jo r  f i e l ds  ana l r  sed  i n  t h i ,  t r c r i i r c .  I l  r .  ; c r r . t r n l r  n , , r

anexhaus t i vedesc r i p t i t l no f  soc ie ta l  s t r L l c tL l r e \ .  I t r r c r c l t o t ' l cn l n ! ( ) n t r . r J l ! t l ( ) n

to  the soc ie ta l  rea l i t ies .  but  never the less i t  nrodel :  \ ( )n tc  dce r . r \c '  s rFU\- tL l res o f

society.

We have here moved in to  an empi r ica l  soc ie ta l  anu l rs i :  rhar  i : .  in  fac t ,  out -

side the scope of this treatise. The objective of this subsce tron is merely to set

up a theoretical model for the societal col lect ir  i t ies. a tr pe of societal object.

According to this model, there are just three r),pes.
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Types of Societal Collectivities

L Society in its totality

2. Organisations

3. Groups

This leads to two fundamental questions. The first is regarding the ontologi-

cal status of a societal collectivity. The second concerns the taxonomic status of

societal sectors.

The ontological question concerns the classical problem of concepts. When

rtre concepts designatclrs of real (extralinguistic) entit ies, and when are they

expressions of mere conventions that are self-ret'erring terms of societal mean-

ing. In the case of the latter. they are not deprived of existence, but this exist-

ence is placed within another part of the sociological object field, the societal

meaning system, which is to be treated shortly.

If they are real entit ies, there are two possibil i t ies. They can refer either to

reul objecr.t orto essentiolities, that is to say essential traits of the sociological

object f ield. A real object is a societal object belonging to one of the three types
just  rnent ioned. An essent ia l i ty  is a t ra i t  of  the societal  essence.

The problem of the essentialit ies is. of course. that they are theoretical asser-

trons that hai e to be scientif icall_r" tested or. at least, argued.

Thc objectir e of the previous chapter was to defend the standpoint that sci-

entit ic theories are not just social constructions that are part of a specific kind of
meaning system, but that they have the potential of approaching the essentiali-

t ies of the object f ield in question. Marx's concept of r- '1ass is a sociological
ternt that, according to Marxian theory, ref-ers to an essentiality. The working
class or the class of capital owners thus are not sociological objects belonging
to 1[g subset of societal collectivit ies. In fact, they are not sociological objects
at all. Whether they should be accepted as concepts referring to essentialit ies,
ot'course. is a crucial matter for social science.

The second question concerns the taxonomic status of societal sectors. Cha-
racteristically. the modern pluralistic society of the western world is conceived
ttf as cortsisting of sectors, such as the state, the econclmic sphere, and the civil
societv. The state itself has subsectors, such as the parliamentary system, the
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governmenta l  system,  and the lega l  system. ' '  Addi t iona l l l .  in  thc  uc l lurc  r r  1 . 'e
of states, there is even the social welf-are sector. the eclLrcationul :r- 'ctt)r r l tr l  the

heal th  sector .  The quest ion is  whether  these sectors  huve an onto log ie  u l  . t . r tLr .

of a sociolclgical object, ( i .e.,  a societal col lect ivi ty) or ' ,r  hethcr rhcr urc nrcre lr

a  par t  o f  the soc ie ta l  meaning system.  organis ing nt - r t  soc ie t r  i t rg l l .  hur  nre r . ' l r

our relle.rion.r about it.

I f  i t  is. in fact, a societal col lect ivi ty, according to the taxor.rorrtr rLr!Sr. 'r l i . r i  ; i

should  be an organisat ion that  is  a  formal ised system cons is t ing o f '  :ubt , r r . r r r r

sations and f inal ly of real groups. This is certainly true for most. i f 'not al l .  tr f  rhr,

state sections. [s i t  also true for the economic sphere and fbr the civi l  socicrr . '

ls the total i ty of the economic sphere thus a societal col lect ivi ty of the n pe

organisat ion ' l  I f  not ,  what  k ind o f  onto log ica l  s ta tus does i t  have ' l  I  n  i l l  not

answer this question here, because that would be transgressin-u thc l int i t  ot ' thr- '

conceptua l  ana lys is  o f  th is  t reat ise,  be ing a quest ion o f  cons iderub lc  crnpr ; re  r r l

content.

ln  addi t ion to  the soc ie ta l  co l lec t iv i t ies ,  t l ie re  is  thc  par t  o l  :1rgre r \  i i , . : i  r .

mode b. t ' .  but  notmade. f lomhuman be ings.  Th is  par t .  aeeordrnS t ( )  t i tc . r r j l t r r r , -

po logy set  up in  chapter  3 ,  should  be d iv ided in to  thc  n ta te  r iu l  pr ( )dL l r t \  . rnd t t tL .

meanings produced by human activi tr , .

6.7. 1.1.2 Material Products ( Tools )

Any k ind of  mater ia l  product  that  is  the resu l t  o f  human act i r  i t1 ,  is  e  , in . r . l -

ered a sociological object of the type material products, according to rhe dc-t ' i -

nit ion of tools introduced in chapter 3.

The idea that these products are a specif ic realm of real i ty is hear i l r  insf i lL ' .1

by Marx and his concept t>f means ofproductions, and part ly br, thc e clcbr' . trc. i

third realm of Popper. that is. the part of real i ty besides the phr: ical ohlce l :  .rnd

the  men ta l  en t i t i es .

Even though I have already en passanr discarded Poppcr's :pce i t ' ie ontology

with i ts division into these 3 realms, I  must admit that there i :  a kernel of truth

in i t .  Namely, that societal act ivi ty produces clbject i ' , 'e enti t ies, whether arte-

f acts or objective knovt'ledge, that are an extension of reality.

Popper defines his third realm or world in the tbl lowing way:
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By World 3 I mean the world of the products of the human mind, such as
stories, explanatory myths, tools, scientiflc theories (whether true or f'alse),
scientific problems, social institutions, and works of art. World 3 objects
are of our own making, although they are not always the result of planned
production by individual men.

Many World 3 objects exist in the fbrm of material bodies, and belong
in a sense to both World I and 3. Examples are sculptures. paintings and
books. whether devoted to a scientific subject or to literature. A book is a
physical object, and it therefbre belongs to World l: but what makes it a
significant product of the human mind is its content: that which remains
invanant in the various editions. And this content belonss to World 3."

My reservation regarding Popper's ontology concerns two points. One reser-

vat ion concerns nteuninps, which wi l l  be t reated in the next subsect ion.  The

other reservation is regarding artefacts, the specitic type of relation that Popper

postulates for "physical object of realm l" and "artefacts of realm 3". He pro-

poses that realms number I and 3 are simply overlapping sets. Thus, artef'acts

belong to both realms. On the other hand, physical objects merell, belong to

realm I , and human products do not belong to realm | . It is not the logical set

theoretical conception I am crit icising, but rather the crudeness of Popper's

ontoklgical system. According to my terminology, the two meanings of the

e rrncept l thts i t 'u lneed to be dist inguished. Physi t 'a l l  is  to be understood in the

durrl i:t ie \\ lr\ \Llggestecl bt' Popper. whereas phv.siculT is tcl be understood with-

in the ontolosr \L lssestecl  in chapter 2.  which is as the part  of  real i ty that  is  sub-

or  p re-b io los ica l .

In the same way. the part ol 'reality that is post-biological is to be understood

as anthropological, and sociology is a part of this object f leld.

Thus, artefacts are not phv.sic'ul in my ontology, or to be more specific, not

pltr.sical2. but are sociologicalobjects. Artef'acts include allkinds of intention-

allr produced objects that are called the material culture ot''a societv according

to traclit ional ethnography. Apart from tools in this narrow sense, the concept

artet'act also includes buildings, roads, vehicles, ships and so on.

6.7. l. 1.3 M eaning (Signs)

In chapter 5. meaning was defined as the functional value of a sign. This

functionality was defined as the potentiality of ref'erring to something else. The

third category of sociological objects is Signs (societal collectivities and arte-

f'acts are the other two). This category corresponds in a broad sense to the cog-
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nitive culture of a society, according to the terminology of traditional ethnogra-

phy. It is also that part of Poppers' world J, excluding artefacts. As mentioned

in the last subsection, I have reservations about Popper's depiction of v,orld 3

as his definit ion for artefacts. My other reservation is regarding his definit ion

of meanings, which mainly fa l ls  in the direct ion of  scient i f ic  knowledge.

Although I have been deeply inspired and influenced by Popper's concept o1'

objective knowledge, this concept has a certain idealistic tendency. which is

connected to his dualistic splitting of theory and practice.

ln the previous chapter, I tried to develop a theory of signs freed from idealis-

tic and dualistic f laws. The confusing feature of meanings is that it is not the

physical characteristics of their material carriers, their signs, that are important,

but rather their ideal content. that is their specific functional value of potential

ref-erence.

This is. in my view, one of the reasons for the recurrence of idealistic or dual-

ist ic ontologies.  Even the Leninist  type of  reduct ionist ic rnater ia l isnt .  w'here

meanings are defined as reflections rvithout materialit l ' .  has a dr-ralistrc flarour

as I  argued in chapter -1.  Meanings are.  hou,ever.  l tot  onlr  ant l r ropolosie ul

invariants. they can also be defined as.specificu dif l 'erentirr of the huntan kind.

As meaninss were discussed at  some length in chapter 5.  I  shal l  restr ict  mysel f

to the concluding analysis of the meanin-u systems of culture to be presented in

the last section of this chapter.

6.7.1.2 Sociological Phenomena

A sclciolo-uical phenomenon is any state or process that we observe and that

must be recognised as a state or process of a sociological object. Sociologie al

phenomena are thus predorninant ly societal  act iv i t ies ancl  aspects ot ' t l . r r - ' :c .

From a systematological  perspect ive.  problerns onlv e rncrse r i  hen the re is

doubt about the localisitt ion of a certain phenomcnon. For e ranrple . thcre has

been an extended discussion about the rise in the global telnpcrature during the

last century. Is this rise an intrinsic geolo-uical phenontenon. possibly subject ttr

some long cl imatological  cycles.  or  is i t  a sociological  phenomenon. caused by

human production of carbon dioxide and other hothouse -sases'l
Another area where localisation problems occur is at the boundary between

sociology and psychology. This is the case concerning so-called mass psycho-

logical phenomena. l ike "mass hysteria". or clther societal movements in which

psychological processes clearly have decisive importance.t'
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6.7.1.3 Sociological Essence

As stated in chapter 3, the essence of a society is proposed to be its culture.

The two previously mentioned forms of existence, phenomena and objects,

have by definition a more or less secure empirical status. They are observable

objects or aspects of objects. The essence form of existence, however, is not

only intangible, but also totally inaccessible without theoretical tools.

To deal with the real task of a discipline, determining the essence of its

objects, a theory is needed. As the essence of a society has an integral nature,

exceeding its different manifestations, we need a corresponding theory of the

salne integral nature. A theory is, after all. nothing but a system of concepts and

statements declicated tcl the understandine of the essence of its obiects.

6.8 Person and Personality
-the Psychology of Activity Theory

6.8.1 The Object Field of Psychology
The psychological object f ield serves as the ontological basis for all activi-

t ies specified as ps,-chological.This includes practical as well as theoretical

errdeavours concerning what are loosely called pstt 'hological problems.The

philosophical standpoint of this treatise is that the object f leld is given before

the theon field and ntediated through the practice field. In principal, we should

be able tcr distin-euish betu'een this ontological basis, the objec:tJield, and the

specific w'ay it is conceptualised in the practicefieldandthetheoryfieldof psy-

chology. When reterring to a problem or phenomenon from this ontological

basis, the adjectiye ps v-c'lt i t 'wil l  be used for ernphasis.

Thus, a post-traumatic depression is, as far as it is postulated as an ontologi-

cal prior phenomenon, a ps-)cfric problem. It can be transformed into a practi-

t ttl pst'c'hological or psycho-technical problem by the practical psychologist or

into a theoretical ps-v-chological problem by the psychological scientist. To be

consistent. I should even use the adjectwe psvchic for the object f ield. How-

ever. as the constellation a ps v-chic object has a rather occult f lavour, I have

avoided such consistencv in mv terminologv.t '
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6.8.1.1 The Psychological Objects

In the preceding chapters. the anthropological object f ield was defined as

consisting of two diffbrent objects. sociological and psychological objects. The

former are sociological collectivit ies and human products. either artefacts or

meaning. A psychological object is simply a person, a human individual. The

relation to the sociological object f ield is demonstrated in the figure below.

The Upper Hierarchy Ascending from
Psychological Objects and Personal Activity

f i e . 6 .2 ( f

The person is  the externa l  l i rn i t  o l ' the : r re  r t r l r r l le  r l  hre  rure hr .  The base of  the

h ierarchy of  soc ie ta lco l lec t t r  i t ie :  i .  rhe pr i r l . r r r  Sr ( )L ln  . \  person is  not  a  soc io-

log ica l  ob ject .  but  ra ther  a  psr  cht r log ie  a l  ob. ic 'e  r

l,evel of Level of
Activity Societal Ob.iect

A

l ' '

f " '
A

n-2

Total Society

The maxirnal  const i t l lents of  Society

The secondarv constituents of Society

Super-organisations of 3 levels

Basic organisations of 2levels

Primary groups

Persons
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t '
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I
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The level called Ag rs a boundary concept. as activity in my definit ion can

never be exclusively assigned to the individual. However, the individual is cer-

tainly the ultimate agent of implementation for any activity, and in some cases,

we can even limit the societal inf-luence of an activity to being the context ot'a

specific individual. Thus, the celebrated Great personalit ies of history have

sometimes pursued and realised their projects more or less single-handedly.

Newton had no direct co-operators when he wrote his Principles, neither did

Kant hire any subcontractors for any parts of his 3 Crit iques. On the other hand,

we should not distort the endeavours of outstanding personalit ies to the

abstraction of the A9 in such cases as processes occurring in a societalvacuum.

Regardless of  whether we analyse A1; or an act iv i ty on a higher level  of

organisation. it should be remembered that the sociologistic conception of

activity having society as its subject and the individual as its object is totally

wrong. In fact. no activity can be performed without being constantly imple-

mented as actions of a specific individual. This was presented in the definit ion

of activity in chapter 3:

Thus. t l te vert '  intentional i t t ,  suppl,- ing humun ac't ivi t t 'with i ts dvnamics and

direttetltrt,s.s it rrtoted irt tlte uctiort of speci.fit'persons.The pro.ject oJ'reduc'ing

ps.t ' t ' l tolo,q\ ' to.\o(iolo,ql i .r  t l tu.s doomed to.fui l ,  os no purt o.f 'xtciety cun erisr

without the t 'ortsturtr perl l tnnunce rf i ' the uc't ions of 'human individrui ls.

6.8.1.2 The Psychological Phenomenon

A p.svchoLogical phenomenon, which in this context should str ict ly be cal led

i i  7rr.r ' r ' / i rc phenomenon, is any phenomenon attached to a psychological object,

in other n'r lrds a humun individuaL, understood as being simultaneously humun

ohjet ' t  and an ir tdivicluul creuture. Thus, the overlying activi ty hierarchy in the

figtrre abor e is not u p.st 'chologicul,  but a sor: io Io gical phenomenon.

Human activity is the societally formed life process realised through

the actions of the individuals participating in it.
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6.8.1.2.1 The Boundary between Psychological and Sociological

Phenomena

The activit ies in a group may be psychological phenomena. but only in so far

as these phenomena are attached to individual members of the group. and not to

real inter- or supra-personal states or processes. This is then the mistake of

sociologist ic or interact ionist ic posi t ions,  as for  instance found in systemic

psychology (Gustafson & Cooper 1990).

It is correct to suggest that the ongoing activit ies in a group are inter- or

supra-personal. However. it is incorrect to suggest that all phenomena in a

group are exclusively inter- or supra-personal and thus not to be attributed to a

particular i ndividual.

If, for instance, a person has a nervous breakdown in a group, this event may

be influenced by the presence of the group. but it is sti l l  a process attached to

the individual. and thus a psvchological phenomenon. Likewise, if a person is

generally incapable of co-operating because of a tendency to project personal

feelings of inferiority to experiences of devaluation from colleagues. this phe-

nomenon may be part of a greater complex of co-operational problenrs in the

group. However. it is, after all, not the group as such. the socioloeical entitr ' . but

rather a specific individual in the group, who has a psychological problem.

Linguist ic or semiot ic theor ies in which indiv iduals are reduced tc l  being

bearers of societal signs are examples of other kinds of sociologistic reduction-

ism. In my own deflnit ion of signs presented in chapter 5, I stressed the psycho-

logical foundation of signs by ref'erring to their functional value. Reference is a

specific psychological phenomenon.

I propose that a sign is:

any object or phenomenon confined to the field of human acrir it1
(naturally present to or produced by humans) if and only if i t is refer-

ring to some object or phenomenon anywhere in the entire cosmos. ,,
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In rny definition of reference, I do not use the extentionalistic position jLrst

criticised. Instead. I suggest that re.ference ref'ers to the psychological pro-

cesses of sornething being perceived or imagined by a person to be direc-

ting his or her thinking toward some other object or phenomenon (at least

another aspect of the original sign), and thereby being a mediator or the

mediated activi tv of humans.36

We shall now proceed to the other boundary zone. the area between the psy-

chological and the biological obiect f lelds.

6.8.1.2.2 The Boundary between Psychological and Biological Phenomena

By def in ing a psycholog ica l  (psych ic)  phenomenon as a  s ta te  or  a  process

attached to a persrnr, that is, as an enti ty that is simultaneously an int l iv ielual

creutttre and a lrumurt olt . ject,  two crucial exclusions are made. The f irst exclu-

s ion is  assoc ia ted wi th  what  is  non- ind iv idua l .  the second wi th  what  is  non-

human.

Let us exarrine the first exclusion that is associated with the adjective, indi-

viduul. By insist ing on an associat ion with an individual, we are excluding al l

onto log ica l  leve ls  ubove the ind iv idua l  ( i .e . .  the soc io log i t -a l  leve ls)  and a l l

leve ls  be lovvthe ind iv idua l  ( i .e . .  the b io logrca l  leve ls) .  We have a l ready d is-

e rtssed the sociological levels. and we shal l  now analyse the biological levels,

u hre h can be clef ined therefore as the.rub-psychological levels.

1 'he prob le t t t  regard ing the sub- ind iv idua l  leve ls  o f  humans is  due to  an

arnbiguitr ot ' the tenn anthropological.  T'radit ional ly, the f ield of anthropology

has been dir ided into phvsrcal and social anthropology. Physical anthropology

concerns the human organistn. the hunran body, and is, in my understanding, a

b io log ica l  d isc ip l ine.  I t  is  an anthropolog ica l  character is t ic  that  the huntan

brain has a much larger ploport ion of neocort ical surface than any other verte-

brates. but this is a purely biological phenomenon.

The same categorisation is true for the specif ic lateral isat ion of the human

brain. ur the development of the frontal lobe, and so on.

Tht- dernarcation between psychological and biological phenontena is

dernonstrated in the fbl lowing diagram:
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The Lower Hierarchy Descending from
Psychological Phenomena

frg.6.2l

In the diagram above. I have followed the hierarchical analysrs proposed by

Leontiev. ' '  The f irst level, the activity itself, is only nrar-sinall l '  at a psychologi-

cal level, as any activity is bound to be organised sociologically.

However, we can introduce the abstraction Ag, that is, the part of any activitr

that is primarily attached to a specific person. Thus, a work activity may' be

almost exclusively individual, such as in pre-industrial craft and in rnany case s

of creative activity, such as writ ing or painting. Therefore, the personal acti\ i t\

of  an indiv idual ,  that  is  the Ag of  such a person. is a psychological  phenome-
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The next level, the action, however, is almost without any doubt attached to a

specific individual, although there may be instances of co-operative actions,

making a boundary case. Apart from such instances of co-operative actirtns, an

action is by intention and realisation the accomplishment of a human individual.

An action, as an intentional unit, generally has to be realised by units of

behaviour that Leontiev called operationl. Operations are attached to pre-

formed behavioural dispositions of the individual and therefore they can be

chosen as situation specific ways clf realising the action chosen. An operation is

sometimes t:onsc'iou,s, that is, it is consciously chosen. In other cases, it is auto-

matically carried out without being, in principle, excluded from consciousness,

it is pre-conscious according to Freud's terminology.'* A third possibil i ty is that

it has the status of being unconscious, in either the sense of what Polanyi"' calls

/rrcil knowledge or what Freud calls sabc'onsc'ioust''. Whatever the status of an

operation in relation to consciousness, it is no doubt a psychological phenome-

non, as it is attached to the person as such, and not to his/her biology.

On the next level, the operations presuppose some general, psychological

functions. These processes possibly can be isolated as operations, for instance

in a psychological experiment, but normally are automatic processes of the

working psyche, and thus dispositions of the individual as an active being

c'n-9aled in actions directed toward the environment.

These functions are ofien classified according to general psychological cate-

gor ic:  such as Percept ion,  Memory,  Arousal ,  Learning and so on. They are

i i \pee t \  o l ' the oper i l t ion\ . just  descr ibed.

6.8.f .3 The Psy'chological Essence

The concept referring to the essence of the psychological object is the 2s.u-
r'fte. This concept is. therefi lre, inrtially to be understood as explanandum, not

tts e.rplanuns. Since the psychological object has already been specified as the

human individual, an alternative concept in this context with the same meaning

e truld be personulrry The reason for locating the essentiality concept in the sec-

tion eoncerning the theory field is that it is the very function of theory to i l lumi-

nate the problems of essence. which cannot be clarif ied via direct access to the

ob.ject f ield.
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6.8.2 The Practice Field of Psychology
My general theory of knowledge does not presuppose psychology to be a

unitary entity, but instead a dichotomolls entity; it is a scientif ic discipline.

studying psychic phenomena, psychic objects (persons) and the psychic es-

sence of the former (the psyche). It is, however, also a practical occupation,

namely that of the ps v-chological profession, a system. The constituents of this

system are professionals whose training and work is directed towards interven-

tion concerning psychic problems.

ln my terminology, I distinguish between a psvchic problem. a problern

attached to psychologicalobjects, and aps_vcho-technologicol problem, a prob-

lem concerni ng prof'essional psychologists.

Thrs may seem to be hair-splitt ing, but there has been a tendency to con-

found these two types of problems by call ing both pst,chological problems.

According to the knowledge theory presented in this treatise, it is, however.

crucial to fbllow the path from the init ial phenomenon in the object f ield to the

way it appears tor us in the corresponding practice tleld. unti l l inallv a prelinri-

nary clarif ication takes place in the theory field.

Thus. associated with the anthropological object freld is the problem of

reflexivity (as defined earlier in chapter 6), which nteans that the practice and

theory fields are themselves parts of the object f ields from which they are spin-

offs.

When I ref-er to the psychological practice fleld, it should be understood as a

field constituted by the psychological profession. In this way, the psychologi-

cal  profession and the psychological  d iscipl ine become two intertwined

approaches to the understanding of the psychological object f ield. In fact. the

twin representatives of educated psychologists, the professional ps1,choIor:i:t

and the psychological  scient ist .  are co-members of  the al l -enrbracing in ' t i tu-

tion of the psychological occupation.

As an example,  we could examine a psychological  phenomenon such as

anclrexia nervosa. This appears as a psychic problem for the person who is in

the process of starving to death in the course of a prolonged refusal to accept

nourishment. It is thus an immediate problem for the subject concerned and fbr

persons related to this anorectic person. Why do I call i t a psychic problem'/

This is already a bit tr icky, as there is certainly not a clear cut delimitation of the

problem involved with such an attribution. For instance. this is the case fur
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demarcations that are not an exclusive medical problem or a political phenome-

non, fbr example, a hunger strike. I wil l ingly admit that there has to be a degree

of cognitive osmosis from the psychological occupation to the public, enabling

the emergence of the term "psychic". On the other hand, the very existence of

the contemporary psychological occupation presupposes a relation between

this establishment and the public.

This relation def ines psvchic problems as troubles appearing for the persons

directly involved, as worries of such a complicated kind that they cannot be

solved by the persons themselves, and therefore demand the assistance of a

professional psychologist. With the entrance of this prof-essional psychologist.

the rrriginal psychic problern is transformed into a pst:cho-technological prob-

lem.

This means that it is now transformed into a professional problem for the

prcf'essional psychologist. The anorectic person is having a psychic problem,

with the implication that if this problem is not solved then she or he is possibly

going to die. and that she or he wil l at least have a miserable existence as long as

the problem persists.

The prof'essional psychologist deals with psycho-technological problems.

This irnplies that the psychologist has to find a way to make contact with the

patient, to motivate the patient to be involved in therapy, and to develop a

nlethod of Psychotherapeutic intervention removing the original causes of

anoreria. or in other words, offering the patient a non-anorectic way of coping

r i  i th  e r is tence.

To nrake nr\ concept of psychological phenomena and problems more pre-

cise. we har e to retLlnr to the basic rnodel of the dialectic between theory and

practice:
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The Epistemic Flow in Psychology

The Object field
as starting point
for Practice

The Practical Impact
on the Anthropological
Object Field

Psycho-technologica Practice Field

Practice
as starting point
for Theory

+ 'Ihe Psycho-tech-
nological Effects
of Theory

Psychological Theory Field

the Practical
Origin
of Theory

the Practit'ol
( 'onsequences

of Theory

fig.6.22

Whether a certain problem is considered fundamental ly biological.  p:r cho-

log ica l  or  soc io log ica l ,  accord ing to  my cr i ter ion.  and of  pract ica l  ncec: : i t r .  is

Lrl t imately decided in the practice f ield. but possibly reul i . ; t , t i  rn the thcory'f  ield.

Unt i l  one or  two decades ago,  many psycholog is ts .  and e \  e  n  sonre psych ia-

t r is ts ,  were conv inced that  c l in ica l  prob lems such as in t 'ant i le  aut is rn  and sch i -

zophrenia were purely or predominantly a psychopathological manif-estat ion of

traumatic upbringing. In part icular, Laing' ' .  who wil .s i l  leading exponent of the

antipsychiatr ic movement, and the Palo Alto group, with their theory of schizo-

phrenia as a symptom of disturbed farni ly communicationrr. struggled to move

such dia-qnostic categories f iom psychiatry to psychology.
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These iconoclastic theories in antipsychiatry and systemic psychology have

had a very modest degree of clinical success. Confronted with the responsibil i-

ty of treating patients with these severe personality disturbances that are called

psychiatric disorders, clinical psychology has had quite l itt le to offer. On the

other hand. psychiatrists had been rather powerless when treating eating disor-

ders (such as anorexia) and borderline personality disorder (a recently quickly

expanding diagnostic category of personality disorders).

Looking at the model of epistemic flow, these examples, however, should

not be understood as a purely pragmatic criterion of demarcation. Whether a

problem or phenclmenon is to be localised as psychological or biological is rlrrr

an isolated question of professional success. Such a criterion would make the

concept of the l leld totally circular. Just as operationalists used to define intell i-

-sence as what was measured by an intell igence test, such a criterion would

def ine psychological  problems as those treated by psychologists.  Def in ing a

psychologist as a person with the job of treating psychologicalproblems would

compf ete the circle. To avoid such a circulus virio,stt.t, we need a dialectic of the

distinct f leld of practice and theory. As these flelds need something more basic

in common than their interaction, we also need an object f leld.

Thus, the discussion of the status of infanti le autism has lately been dominat-

ed by growing evidence of a genetic disposition fbr deficient perceptions con-

cernins ernot ive s ignals or other peoples'  state of  mind (Baron-Cohen 1995).

Thcrc is l ikeu' ise.  a l though no evidence yet.  a f i rm convict ion among neuro-

scienttst  about the neurclo.uical  foundat ion of  schizophrenia.  On the other

hand. there is no el  idence for a predominant biological  basis of  anorexia or

borderline personalitr ' . "

This should not be understood as reduction to a simple criterion of success.

In contrast  to so-cal led "al ternat ive therapies",  a scient i f ical ly-based profes-

sional intervention has to be based on a rational theoretical framework of dis-

e oLlrse. On the other hand, utter lack of psychotherapeutic success for a specific

psr chotherapy based on a certain theoretical f iamework is not evidence that the

phcnornenon treated has a diffbrent nature than postulated by the theoretical

tl 'anrcrl ork.

Thus. pract ical  resul ts.  on the one hand. and the theoret ical  (d iscipl inary)

confirnration of this practice through ernpirical investigations and attempts of

theoretical explanation in the theory field, on the other hand. are a,sine qua non

firr a pnrf-ession based on a scientif ic discipline. Just as a l iving scientif lc disci-
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pline needs the interaction with a profession, the profession needs the disci-

pline to test its results and hypotheses and to set up new problems to be investi-

gated.

There are two aspects of the psychological profession worth discussing. The

first is the already mentioned relation between the prof-ession and the disci-

pline. The second aspect is the division of the profession into subf ields or sec-

t ions.  For example,  in the Arner ican Psychological  Associat ion.  the leading

U.S. association of psychologists, there are dozens of sections, some of which

are of minor interest, from a practical as well as a theoretical point of view.

Generally, it seems that the practical division of the prof'ession is a reflection

of the societal structure and thus of the scenes where psychic problems appear.

Thus. when psychic problems occur in a totally individualised form, it is natu-

ral to seek the psychotherapeutic service of a psychologist in private practice.

When psychic problems are associated with health problems, a psychologist

trained in bio-psychology, such as a specialist in psychosomatics't or neuropsy-

chology. is a more obvious choice.

In cases where psychic problems appear within a tamily, a psychologist har -

ing expertise in family psychotherapy may be necessary. The psr,chrc pr()blr 'n)\

associated with a whole organisat ion require the inten,ent ion ot 'an orsani :a-

tional psychologist. The psychic problems appearine 'uvithin education require

an educationalpsychologist and so on.

Here there are no deep perspectives leading to a greater understanding of the

psychological object f ield as such. Only when a specific professional section

gets a counterpart by the emergence or the enrichment of an independent theo-

ret ical  subdiscipl ine,  wi l l  pract ical  exper iences have a direct  impl icat ion lor

the analysis in question. I see this dialectic between prof'ession and discrnlirr. '

as a methodological ideal for the development of psychology.
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Notes

I  See (Sandfbrt 1962) and (Dijksterhuis l96l ).

2 This tendency of a merging or at least a coalescence of the diff-erent domains is, no

cloubt, a main reason for the faulty conception of science in the so-called Frank-

furter school, where prirnarily Habermas, a philosopher, has determined (and thus

stigmatised) science by i ts postulated technical interest in knowledge. See (Haber-

mas  1984 -1989 ) .

3 The conceptual relation between "si-9n" and meaning was defined in the previous

chapter.

4 This is. however, not the only function of the category of signs. In addition there is

an internal function. that of being the bricks to construct the internal representa-

tron of the personalknowledge system.

-5 The cultural implication of script has been stressed by Goody ( 19t36).

6 See (Karpatschof 1990. 1999).

7 See ( Karpatschof I  985 ).

8 See (Cole & Postgate 1976.184-189) and (Evans 1983, 160-162).

9 See (Karpatschof 1992).

l0 About the f i f th ge nelat ion of computers, see (Feigenbaum and McCorduck 1983),

a triumphant announcement to the world, and (Wino,erad and Flores 1986), which

offers a considerably more balanced discussion.

l1 Hgyrup thus writes about the relation between practical surveying and the emer-

sence of an abstract algebra:
In principle, the difference between the two mathernatical enterprises fthe practical

l irnction and thc pure virtuality of abstract algebra. remark of BKI could be explained

in tu o r.r,a1's. Surl evors borrowing and continuing the algebraic tradition of the Old
Babr lonean scr ibe school  rn ight  change i ts  character ,  leaving out  what had l i t t le

appeal  i i  i th in their  prof 'essional  environment.  Al ternately.  the scr ibe school  might

have been inspired by a pre-exist ing surveyors '  subscient i f ic  t radrt ion and have devel-

oped a l inr i ted arra l  of  "a lgebraic r iddles" deal ing wi th real  geontetr ical  conf igura-

t iorrs into a rnathen'rat ical  d isc ip l ine .sui  ,qet ter i .s .  (HOyrurp 1993, p.  20-5)

Geo-meter is the Greek rvord firr a person measuring the land (earth).

See fcrr instance (Rogers 197 I . 34ff) or (Schoentield 1961 ,22f l.

This French reform group had, for better or worse, a lasting influence even on Jean

Piaget.  whose idea of  knowledge is the elevat ion l iom concrete to the lormal

knorvledge.

l -5  tFr iberg 1919) . (H6yrup 1991.1993) .

l6  tSmi th  1916) .

11  (V i co  I  968  ) .

I  t t  (Comte 1969) .

l 2
I -',)

l +
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l9 There is a specif ic problem with economic data. as they are so to speak born as

aggregates, summing up large numbers of individual microeconomic transactions.

In a way, these macroeconomic data resemble the data from a macro-physical

space like a gas. There are, however, important difl'erences in the relation between.

on the one hand. micro- and macro-physics and micro- and macro-economics. ort

the other hand. Thus, we do not have any direct phenomena corresponding to the

macroeconomic data, which are total ly dependent on the establ ished stat ist ical

inst i tut ions. In addit ion, no one has ever develclped an cnrpir ical ly fbunded the on

of  microeconomics,  jus t  as  a  conv inc ing theoret ica l  in tegrat ion o f  micro-  und

macro-economics has never been establ ished. Sr"rch a rnediat ing discipl ine. u i th

the same meta-theoretical status as that intended by social psychology to be the

mediatclr between psychology and sociology. is lacking. In fact, there is scarcelv

any convincing specimen of microeconomics. r. l 'hich i1'existent, would actual ly be

a part of psychology.

20 It  should be stressed that in.rrnrtountubi l i t t '  is an ontological and methodological

concept .  not  an ep is temolog ica l  concept .  I t  is  not  the acquis i t ion o f  phys ica l

knowledge that is blocked. but our direct contact with the cosmological ohice t

f ield. The paradox of our henric epistemic surmounting of the insurnrotrntul ' r lc

ontological barr ier to a f ield total ly al ien to us is witnessed part lv hr thc e n()r 'nr()u\

prob lerns and expenses of  h igh-energy phys ics  and ast ronorr r r .  
' fh i '  

i \  pur t l \

because phenornena of  phys ics  are immediatc ly  incompre hcns i r  c  to  L l : .  I - ranrp les

f iom quantum mechanics are the dispersion pattcrn ol 'u sinclc photon. and lately

the phenomenon non-local i ty and entanglernent. Not to r lrcr.rt iol ' r  the not yet veri-

f ied hypotheses of str ing theory. with a dozen dirnensions. of which the majori ty

are invisible.

2 l  Soc io logy(S)  is  a l readl 'c le f incd as soc io logy in  the narrow,  spec i f ic  sense.  I t  is

only that part of the social sciences investigating social relat ions and social stnrc-

ture, thus excluding discipl ines such as economics, palaeo- and evolut i()nlr ' \  inr-

thropology, culturalanthropology. l inguist ics, the humanist ic studv of cultrrr ' . '  . rrrt l

S O  O N .

22 The impossibi l i ty of such a calculat ion of the ef l-ect of the torccast is ulonc cr i t icnt

f iom the circulari ty of the problem, as the very attempt ol 'el iminutins sue h a dis-

turbance in i tself  could inf- luence the pol i t icalprocess.

23 (Jenk ins 1986) .

21 ( Prigogine I 980) and ( Prigogine & Stengers l 98-1 ).

25 (Overmier, Judith A. 19t39).

26 (Bensaude-Vincent 1996).

27 The question about the existence of such convergent features of theory fields has

been the centre of discussions in meta-science during the last third of the 20th cen-

tury. as e xplained in the previous chapter.
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The reader should remember that sociology is general ly used in an inclusive.

broad sense, covering al l  the social sciences, whereas the tradit ional sense is the

exclusive one covering only the discipl ine investigation social structure and

processes in the contemporary Western countr ies. The former sense is when

explici t ly expressed. the latter is when expl ici t ly erpressed supplemented by an S

in a parenthesis.

A very close concept to my own use of sociology in this broad sense is lound in

Giddens (1990a.  1987) .  However .  he has chosen to  denote th is  a l l -encornpass ing

discipl ine by the namc "social science".

(Durkheirn l9-52. 3 I  t i f f) .  tTarde 1969. I  I  3f f) .

This cl ivision is related to the tr ipart i te segrnentation into the legislat ive. the rul ing

and the.jucl icrary authority that was introduced by Montesquieu.

(Popper  & Ecc les 1977.  38 ) .

I  hare cl iscussecl such rr-urss psychologicalphenornena in (Karpatschof 1999).

Consrstent terminology cor-r ld rnaintain a dist inct ion between phenomena of the

ob.iect and of the theory f ield by the f ir l lowing duali ty in the terms:

Object field Phenomena of
Object field

Concepts of
Theory field

Cosmo log ica l Cosn t i c Cosmological

Bro lo r . r i cu l

. \  n t  h ropo  loq ica l

Ps r  cho log ica l

Soc io los i cu l

B io t i c Bio log ica l

Anthrop ic Anthnrpo log ica l

Psychic Psychological

Societal Socio logical

Ch.  .5 .  p .  . l7 lJ .

Ch .  5 ,  p .  379 .

(described in chapter 3 t .

( Frer.rd | 923. 231 -289 ).
(Po lany i  1958) .

(Freud 1923,231-289).

t  I -a ing 196-5) .

{  [J i . r tc \on et  a l .  I956) .

l t  shoLrlcl  be stressed that the controversy about the nature of schizophrenia is. of

c( )ur \c .  no s i rnp le  ernp i r ica l  quest ion.  Both the aet io log ica l  roots  o f  th is  psych ic

d is turbancc.  as ne l l  as  i ts  very  def in i t ion and syrnptomato logy are as yet  most

opaqLrc. N' lr  u i f 'e and I have presented a case study of a (border) psychotic woman.

whose problems. \ \ 'e argl le. are purel,y the result ol 'an extreme case of severe and

30
f t
-') I
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early abuse. This client possesses many of the classical symptoms of schizophre-

nia, and in our judgment could easi ly have been diagnosticised and treated as a

schizophrenic patient. Our case study is intended to present aetiological and psv-

chotherapeutic evidence for the personality disturbance to be of a purely psycho-

logical kind (Karpatschof & Karpatschof l9tt7).

In cooperation with a cardiologist.  I  have recently publ ished an art icle deal ing

with the health psychology of angina pectoris (Karpatschof & Ballegaard 1999).
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